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Skillpatience
and Humbrol
Or should it  be Humbrol, patience and skill? Either way,
these are the three most important qualities for success-
ful  modelling.

Skill and patience - well, most serious modellers have
them. Humbrol is the quality they all need. Used by
modellers the world over, Humbrol enamels (matt or
gloss, lead free and non-toxic) are the best value for
money on the modelling market . . . only 7p  for 1 5ml.
Research has established that craftsmen prefer model
paint in  tins which keep the paint in  good condition, are
unbreakable and much safer than any other type of con-AH Humbrol quality enamels are available

in separate tinlets or in tinlet palettes—
attractive and convenient interlocking
plastic trays with space for brushes and
accessories.

tainer —
tinlets.

Yofl jij're looking for in  the
umbrol by  name . . . J
Ing Model aadKoy'SI

Humbrol rai
available

________ __

MMVM Briifix < <b -j

Humbrol will be pleased to send you—FREE—colour
cards and leaflets giving you full details of the extensive
range of enamels and other Humbrol quality products
for the modeller. Write todayto Mr. H. Stewart, Modelling
Division, Humbrol Limited, Marfleet, Hull.

BritfixiPblySyfae

No 1 Main adhesive 77 POLYSTYRENE CEMENT
used primarily for slicking plastic models, medium
tube retail price 6p.
No. 2 Mam adhesive 66  Balsa cement used primarily
for sticking balsa mode!s,medtum tube retail price 6p.
No. 3 Main adhesive 55 white PVA used primarily
for sticking wooden models, medium tube retail
price 10p

HULL YORKSHIRE
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FRONT COVER
All  shone up for a rally is this Aveling tractor which looks a$

though i t  started life as a steam tractor and has been converted to
represent a showman's engine. Fascinating machines; more about them
on page 1 14-1 17. Photo A. C.  Muttitt.

NEXT MONTH
A simple semi-scale sailing model of an eighteenth century revenue

cutter will be a full-size plan feature in  our  next issue.

Advertisements and Subscription Offices: Model & Allied Publications
Ltd., 13-35 Bridge Street, Kernel Hempstead, Hertfordshire. Tel.:
Hemel Hempstead 2501-2-3.

Second class postage rates paid at New York, N .Y .  Registered at
the G.P.O. for transmission by Canadian Post American enquiries
regarding news stand sales should be sent to MECCANO MAGAZINE,
Eastern News Distributors Inc., 155 West 15th Street, New York,
N.Y .  1001 1, U.S.A. U.S.A, and Canada direct subscription rates $6
including index.

This periodical is sold subject to the following conditions: that i t
shall not, without the written consent of the publishers, be lent,
re-sold, hired-out o r  otherwise disposed of by way of Trade at a price
in excess of the recommended maximum price and that I t  shall not
be lent, re-sold, hired-out o r  otherwise disposed of in a mutilated
condition, o r  in any unauthorised cover by way of Trade; o r  affixed
to o r  as part of any publication of advertising, literary or  pictorial
matter whatsoever.

Correspondence anticipating a reply must be accompanied by
stamped and self addressed envelope or  international reply coupon.

Whi le  every care is taken no  responsibility can be accepted for
unsolicited manuscripts, photographs or  art  work,  etc.

The Advertisement Manager reserves the right to  refuse o r  suspend
advertisements without giving any reason. Every care is taken to  avoid
mistakes, but the publishers cannot be held liable in any way for
clerical and printing errors o r  omissions. Receipt of "copy" for
publication implies acceptance of these conditions by the advertiser.
Whilst every care is taken to exclude advertisements from doubtful
sources, no  responsibility can be accepted by the publishers for the
bona fides of advertisers.

Publishers of Aeromodeller, Model Boats, Model
Cars, Model Engineer, Radio Control Models,
Model Railways, Scale Models, Woodworker,
Military Modelling.

MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LTD.
13 -35  BRIDGE STREET,  HEMEL HEMPSTEAD,  HERTFORDSHIRE
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The Finest Range of Model Technical Books in the World!
164 FAMOUS PADDLE

STEAMERS
By popular request this well known book by
F. C .  Hambleton has been reprinted. I t  covers
over a dozen paddle steamers in detail with
many others included in its pages. Drawings
by the author include paddle wheels, scale
views, house flags, and signals, and interesting
items of the period covered. Of  interest not
only to  those who wish to  model 'paddlers*
but to  everyone wi th  any affection for this
now almost extinct class of vessel.

100 pages 8 }  X 5J in. plus fold-out
drawing of Royal Eagle, Drawn on 60D
card cover in sepia on buff. 

uv r

iiBWJWffSVSfJA tour de force by enthusiast author Michael
Lane who spent many happy months restoring
one to its pristine glory. Not  only does he
cover his own showman's engine, but deals
in depth with the whole family of Burrell
showman's engines. Indeed, the original t i t le
was to  have been “Fifty Years Service in the
Tobers" indicating the very special place this
engine had for half a century amongst the
fairground people. Replete with pictures,
ancient and modern, many original drawings,
exhaustive tables detailing the  fate and present
whereabouts of so many engines, and alto-
gether a book that may well be the definitive
work on  the  subject.

320 pages 9 |  X 6 m. ,  144 photographic and line illustrations in text. Plus large
fold-out drawing. Case bound in Balacron, blocked Newvap on spine. f l  "7C
Full colour dustjacket. < w

MkhadRXanc
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161 BURRELL SHOWMAN’S
ROAD LOCOMOTIVES

160  AEROMODELLER ANNUAL 1971 /2
Four dozen of the top model aircraft
designs culled from a dozen countries
give a balanced appraisal of modern
aeromodelling. Survey of free flight
contest tactics; How to do aerobatics
with control line models; Flying radio
controlled thermal soaring gliders;
Making sheet balsa models; The effect
of altitude on model flying; Use of
twisted wings; Towing a glider with a
Power Model; Variable camber power
models; Making fuselages in plastic;
Engine Fuels . . . plus countless hints
and tips. This post pourri  of all that’s
best in 1971 wi l l  be extremely
popular with a broad range of
interests in  Aeromodelling.

Coloured cover128 pages, size 8 j  X 5 |  in. (photo) bound boards.

All About
Model
Aircraft
by Peter Chinn

T«HffiC*l RWUCA1

I ALL ABOUT MODEL
AIRCRAFT

A detailed book for the beginner . . . the
author is world famous for his clear descrip-
tions and in 21 comprehensive chapters with
a wealth of photo illustrations, covers this
wide subject.
All  about rubber- o r  power-driven models -
free flight, control line; including building
instructions for a trailer, model aero en-
gines and fuels, completely reset 1968 and
with  30 additional illustrations, revisions.
Over  50,000 sold of earlier editions.

160 pages, 8 |  X 5 |  in., profusely
illustrated throughout. Full colour 75n
hard cover, *

INTRODUCTION TO

BATTLE
GAMING

132 SIMPLE
CARDBOARD
MODELS
This magnificently-illustrated book
with working models of Rollers, . _
Engines, Ships, Cars, Tracklaying Vehicles,
Rail and Tramway models and other  working
models, including models of RAIS Scr/lonmn
and the Ruston Bucyrus Excavator,

91 x 7{  in., 120 pages, square backed, drawn
on two-colour picture cover. 75
photo frustrations. 77 drawings,
including working plans.

SIMPLE

CARDBOARD
'MODELS

deals
Road

FLYING SCALE
MODELS.
. < &

8 FLYING
Al l  types of

SCALE MODELS
scale flying models are

described in turn-glider free-flight and
control line; Jetex diesel rubber or
ducted-fan types. Much useful in-
formation is given on achieving highly
realistic finished and detailed parts and
there is a useful set of tables listing
camouflage and insignia from 1914 up
w date. £2|p

120 INTRODUCTION
TO  BATTLE GAMING
Author Terence Wise is a master of his
subject and introduces the newcomer to

12 chapters and numerous appendices.
Subjects include Origins of batte gaming;
choosing an era; basic field layout; adding
realism; organising an army; rules for
ancient warfare; rules for horse and
musket era; rules for modern warfare;
variations of the  games; ideas for advanced
players; making model soldiers; final
touches.
71 X 4|  in. 160 pages, hard
bound in linson boards with
full-colour dust cover specially
posed. Profusely illustrated f I HC
throughout. Now reprinting. 1

HOW TO ORDER.  Ring
round the reference number
of the  cities you have chosen.
Carry out  totals to  cash
column and then total up at
the bottom.

Please add 5p packing and postage for
orders of 62 |p  and below, 7 jp  over 62}p
up to  £1. Above this orders are POST
FREE.

Name

MAP2

Address

81 x 51 in. Hard bound. Over 300 diagrams, sketches, photo-illustrations.
40.000 words, Lists of  Aircraft Manufacturers, useful Organisations and References.
Includes several useful aircraft scale drawings.

MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LTD. 13 -35  BRIDGE ST., HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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WHAT'S THAT IM  I
YOUk POCKET-JONK?

POCKET
MECCANO

SIR!

POCKET WHAT?
LET'S  M l  SEE IT,  BOY!

LATER HERE'S YOUR POCKET VERY INTERESTING , JONES  . NOW PUT
IT  IN  HOUR POCKET AND  LET'S GET
BACK ID  ISAMBARD KINGDOM BRUNEL
flNDTHE GREAT  EASTERN. . .

I MUST  SAY IT'S
/ PRETTY FANTASTIC
__ THE NUMBER  OF

MODELS YOU
CAN MAKE. BET  HE WOULD'VE. LIKED

A POCKET MECCANO, SIR.

NODouen;
BOH.5) YES,S/R. DO  YOU KNOW  THAT

/ THEY HAO  A COMPETITION AND
I THERE WERE OVER 760 MODELS

INVENTED BY  BOYS AND GIRLS.

1V

© sn’tittimeyou
nadapockef-

ull of  fun with
NEW
Pocket
MECCANO

O p i
1“ °
i 0

KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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FOR TRANSISTORISED CONTROL!
THE NEW

COMMANDER
MODULETHE REPLICA OF

RUGBY UNION AND
LEAGUE FOOTBALL

A new famiIy gamc
played by skilful
finger-tip control.
Subbuteo "Table
Rugby" captures the
Spirit and thrills of
real Rugby in  both
codes. Complete wi th

fifteen 00  scale figures for each
side; goals, balls, live action
full back able to  kick goals
from any angle. Scrummer
device, playing cloth, set of
rules. Tries, conversions: runs
for goal line, passing moves,
penalty goals.

■W

•r .  -
.

*

PRICE

£3.00

A panel-mounting, transistorised controller
for the perfect control of 12 v. D.C. motors
up to I amp current rating.
Wri te to H & M for full details.
Price List Free. 40 page Catalogue 6p.

HAMMANT and MORGAN Ltd.
Handem Works, Apem Estate,
St. Albans Road, Watford, Hertfordshire

At sports, Toy, Dept. Stores or in  case of difficulty write for list of stockists.

SUBBUTEO K-S'L.
Tunbridge Wells, Kent

Plasticine' odds
realism to

world

Model making
enthusiasts wi l l  find

this pocket size
edition of the original

MOLE wrench a handy
multi purpose tool.
The *self-grip’ jaws

can be locked-on
to control those

obstinate and
difficult-to-get-at jobs.

Ask for I t  by name.

GA
cModel
Tool

MINI
MOLE
SELF GRIP WRENCH
Available from Hardware

and Motor Accessory
Shops everywhere.75p

To make your settings really convincing, add the
finishing touches with ‘Plasticine1. There’s a world
of scope in every pack. Choice of 18 colours in
king-size I lb. economy packs. From all reputable
toyshops, stationers and dealers in artists materials.

Set the scene
with Plasticine

A Harbutt PRODUCTION

Harbutt’s  Plasticine Limited,  Bathampton, Bath BA2 6TA

WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
M MOLE & SON L1MITE6 , NEWPORT MON.  NPT 6X2

KINDLY MENTION “ MECCANO MAGAZINE
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GREA T FUN for a small outlay
b

MODEL KITS
RUBBER POWERED

GIPSY £1.46
A large duration model
capable of very high per-
formances. Construction
is basic and very straight-
forward. Wingspan 40*.

AJAX 83p
A well established KK favourite.
Famous for many years on account
of i ts superb performance even in
the hands of the newcomer to the
hobby. Wingspan 30*.

COMPETITOR 96P

The pleasing lines of this model have
made i t  one of the most popular in
the whole KK range. Wingspan 32*.

CONTROL LINE

FIREFLY
£1.76
Stunt model wi th  ‘‘pro-
file*' type fuselage, specially designed
for engines under I ex. K i t  contains
die-cut parts. Wingspan 20/

TALON £2.68

Combat design of considerable strength.
Easy and quick to build. A fully aero-
batic model that is great fun to fly.
For 2.5 to 3.5 ex.  engines.
Wingspan 32*.

RADIAN t i  es

with coupled wing flaps and elevators.
For .049 motors. K i t  contents include
die-cut parts, stunt tank, preformed
U/C» formed canopy, all hardware.
Wingspan 22*.

& GLIDERS

CADET 59P

Ideal beginner's model.
Simple, strong construction,
and very easy to t r im.
30* span.

CAPRICE £i.76
The beautifully clean-cut lines of this 51-inch span
contest sailplane wi l l  appeal to all glider enthusiasts.
The k i t  contains ample highest quality materials, in-
cluding die-cut parts for easy building.

NOMAD 48P

Beginner model with all fuselage parts
tailplane and fins in pre-cut decorated
sheet balsa. Wingspan 20*

INEXPENSIVE TO BUILD AND FLY
KINDLY MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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Add Automatic Control tovour Meccano motorised models
withtheNtWELECTRONICCONTROLSET

See how  Electronic
Control works with
the  Automatic press

Add this exciting electronic
accessory set to your existing
sets and control your motorised
models automatically.

Electronic Control
This set includes a battery
control box, an electronic eye
that acts as an automatic
switch, a relay, solenoid, bulb
holder, plugs and wire, (motor
not included).

The load for pressing is slid
down the ramp breaking a light
beam as it arrives in position
under the press tool. As the
beam is broken the motor starts
and the press tool descends
upon the load, held in place by
the metal retaining gate.
As the press tool is automatically
raised the metal gate is also
lifted to allow the load to slide
down the ramp. The light beam
is then restored and the machine
is then re-set to allow the next
load to pass through.

With a photo electric cell
you can add a new

‘computerane’lookai
tnynurmodelmaking

MECCANON
E

W
M

MENTION "MECCANO MAGAZINE”  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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'T'HE doors are open for the 41st Model Engineer
Exhibition as this issue is finalised, and by the

way the crowds are pouring in, it could well be a
record year. As well as “the year of the big
models” it could be the year of the biggest atten-
dance! The “big model” aspect comes from,
especially, two large 10.1 in. gauge locomotives, the
3 A ton Berkshire type 2-8-4 and the Royal Scot from
Lord Grenon’s Stapleford Park Railway, and a
15 in. gauge 0-6-2 Dougal shown by Severn-Lamb
Ltd. and built by them for a Bristol railway.

At the other end of the scale are (were, when you
read this!) literally hundreds of military miniatures
and other tiny items such as scale scratch-built cars
only $ in. long, or a rocking chair made from the
wood provided by one match! Regrettably, there
was a shortage of Meccano exhibits, which is sur-
prising in view of the number of fine models built in
this medium; it seems such a fine opportunity for
Meccano enthusiasts to show thousands of people
that the system is still fully up to date and capable of
producing ingenious and practical models.

This year a highly popular new feature proved to
be the use of the swimming pool for demonstrations
of electric, steam, and diesel, glow, and petrol
powered boats, mostly radio controlled. We also
built a flying circle, for electric-powered aircraft,
extending the full width of the hall between
balconies, and demonstrations included up to four
models flying together and streamer-cutting combat.

Next issue will feature photographs of some of the
outstanding models; in the meantime, back to
answering the hundreds of questions from the
visitors thronging the show !

ON  THE EDITOR’S DESK

Another Girl Radio Officer
The first woman radio officer in the British Mer-

chant Navy, Dallas Bradshaw, whose appointment
was in May 1970, has been joined by Barbara
Keating, an Australian 26 year old, who sailed in the
16,000 ton tanker Border Minstrel on January 6th.
Barbara got her first taste of life at sea in the Norwe-
gian Merchant Service, then studied at the London
Electronics College to obtain her certificate as a
British Merchant Navy radio officer. She joined
Marconi Marine and spent a qualifying six months*
sea time (necessary before being allowed to sail in
charge of a radio station) aboard the Shaw Savill
Zealandic.

While wishing the newest radio officer fair seas
and the very best of luck, we can’t help imagining
the reactions of some of the crusty old sea-dogs
we’ve met to what they would no doubt term a
“petticoat invasion” of yet another male stronghold !

Science Museum Exhibition
Another exhibition which we found time to visit

for its opening just before Christmas was that of
Scientific Toys at the Science Museum, South
Kensington. Much of this is devoted to toys of the
past —an eighteenth century orrery (which shows
the paths of the planets etc.) and nineteenth century
steam engines, for example. We were gratified to
see that Meccano was represented; our picture
shows it in use as part of a working display. In the
foreground is a light source and a hooded photo-
electric cell. By placing a card against the glass of
the case, the light is reflected into the cell, which
duly switches on the Meccano motor, driving a
Polaroid disc round via bevel gearing etc. An
illuminated screen behind the disc shows patterns
produced by polarisation.

There are a number of early model railway
exhibits, stationary engines, a “working” engineer-
ing shop, a toy brewery, gyroscopic devices, and
toys that demonstrate such things as Bernoulli’s
equation, automatic fountains operated by tempera-
ture change, and the like. Although not a big
exhibition as these things go, it is fascinating and
well worth a visit. The Museum says it will be
open “until about March”.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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The Glorious
Age of Steam

The story of the traction
engine and its variants

By Alan Pearce
Left, c lose-up of  the winding drum on  o Fowler  cultivating engine,
showing the wire rope used to  haul  in  the plough.  Below, a Road
Locomotive.  This  Is the McLaren of  1913, weighing 11 tons  15 cwt.
Below left,  a S team Tractor— the 5 ton Fowler "Pandora”  of  1917.
This one was  originally used by Herefordshire County Council  for
local haulage  jobs, and could be  driven by one man,  a decided asset

in the type of  work for which it was used.

A LTHOUGH August 20th3 1950 is not a date you
A will find in history books, it is of great historical
significance to all who admire the beauty and perfection
that was English engineering at the turn of the century.

Indeed, few of the five hundred or so people who
turned up at Arthur Nappcr’s Berkshire farm on that
summer’s afternoon, to watch him and a close friend
race their two steam traction engines over a mile long
course, could have realised that history was being made
before their eyes and they were witnessing the birth of
a new leisure time activity—the Steam Traction Engine
Rally. Yet, when Arthur Mapper’s engine, “Old
Timer”, chuffed across the finishing line ahead of its
rival, “Lady Grove”, an idea was born in the minds of
both owners, and Traction Engine Rallies, from that
small beginning, have become an established part of the
summer scene, attracting thousands of people wherever
these magnificent giants of the past meet.

The story of the traction engine can be said to start
in 1858, when Thomas Aveling, a farmer with no formal
engineering training, successfully converted, for friends
round Rochester, Clayton and Shuttleworth portable
steam engines to self propulsion. Early conversions
were indeed primitive when compared with the traction

kt  JL-/*

engines that grace the scene today. Although self
propelled by means of a chain driving one of the rear
wheels from a reduction gear fitted to the crank shaft, a
horse was still required between the shafts for steerage.

This was, however, a beginning for the self propelled
engine, and from it Aveling designed an engine that was
at first constructed for him by Clayton and Shuttleworth
until, by 1861, he had accumulated sufficient funds to
open his own factory.

The period of the development of the traction engine,
as, with various improvements, it progressed from those
early primitive models to the magnificent work-horses
that we so admire today, was not the prerogative of
Thomas Aveling. Contemporary with him were names
such as John Fowler of Leeds, Charles Burrell of
Thetford, Clayton and Shuttleworth of Lincoln, Robey
and Co., Lincoln, Marshall Sons and Co. of Gains-
borough, and others too numerous to mention.

In all over ninety firms were concerned in the produc-
tion of traction engines. The big firms such as those
named above turned out these machines by the thousand

meccanoindex.co.uk
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while others, working on a much smaller scale, produced
only one or two prototype engines. The heyday of
these monsters of steam was for a period of about 40
years from 1890.

Although it is true that, from the First World War,
internal combustion engined tractors began to make
inroads into the domain of the steam engine, nothing,
even into the 1930*s, could touch the traction engine for
real hard work. They were used by furniture removers,
timber hauliers, road builders, general contractors and
showmen as well as by farmers, agricultural contractors
for threshing and ploughing and, in steam roller form,
by everyone concerned with road construction.

There was quite a difference between the engines
built for various jobs and although the road roller and
cultivating engines are more or less obvious, to the in-
experienced eye, the traction engine, road locomotive
and tractor appeared very much the same.

The General Purpose Traction Engine was a machine
of from 5 to 8 n.h.p. and, as its name implies, used for
any job that might arise. Its chief use, however, was in
the field of agriculture, where it was the general work-
horse of the farm during threshing operations, for driving
saw benches and elevators and for general haulage of
farm produce.

Although not designed for continuous road usage,
having, as it did, only two speeds, the general purpose
engine was admirably suited to the needs of short haulage
and it found continuing favour with local councils, road
construction firms, quarry owners and even furniture
removers.

The General Purpose engine, like all other traction
engines, has its horse power expressed in n.h.p., Nominal
Horse Power, a term that came into use in a deliberate
attempt to confuse those opposed to the “huge spitting
monsters that tear up both road and countryside alike”,
as one opponent called them. To  pacify those on both
the Government and local Councils to whom the horse
was the only true form of transport, and who saw in the
traction engine, not only a vehicle that would cause
expensive damage to roads, but a threat to the very peace
of rural England, the makers adopted the ruse of under-
rating the real horse power of their engines. To  show
an engine of small horse power was to show a less
formidable road damager and hence, the term used by
them, n.h.p., was roughly one seventh of the real horse
power.

The Road Locomotives, unlike the general purpose
traction engines, were built for the specific purpose of
road haulage. They were generally of heavier con-
struction, with wider gearing and larger wheels. Often,
in order to give an increased mileage, belly water ranks
were fitted and the crew were protected from the worst
of the elements by a canopy fitted over the engine.

The tasks entrusted to the Road Locomotives were
innumerable, but it was when they were required to
move loads that were either too bulky or too big for the
railways that they really came into their own.

Although such work was well within the mechanical
capabilities of the engines themselves, it would cause
considerable trouble to their crews. More often than
not hedges on narrow lanes had to be cut back to get the
road locomotives and their loads through and it was
nothing unusual for whole banks to have to be dug away
before the transport could proceed.

On one such occasion, when two bulky marine boilers
were required to be moved, the locomotives could only

Steam Tractor— Aveling and Porter of  1913. It was  origin-
ally used for agricultural purposes at  Yeovil but later saw
use as a general purpose machine  in the building of  army

camps  at  Sal isbury during (he  First World War.

A ( ieneral  Purpose Tract ion Engine.  Th i s  is the 1909 Burrell
with  a weight  of  9 J tons which  was used for agricultural  duties

IV

A Fowler cult ivator gets  up  s team again  as  it proudly enters
the ring for an  event at  a Tract ion Engine Rally.

meccanoindex.co.uk
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proceed at night as it was only when the trams had
stopped running that the overhead tram wires could be
taken down to allow these giants of the road to pass with
their huge loads.

The power available in a road locomotive can be
judged from the figures of the Fowler “Big Lion”
which, with a n.h.p, of 8, was capable of developing
70 b.h.p. and, for short periods, a peak of 100 b.h.p.
Its brother, the “Super Lion” would, in cases of
emergency, take up to 120 tons.

Small wonder that, for haulage purposes, the road
locomotive reigned supreme for so long.

Road Locomotives cannot be allowed to pass without
reference to what were, without a doubt, the aristocrats
of traction engines, the Showman’s Locomotive. With
colourful paintwork, polished brass and scrolled
decoration, they truly represented those fantastic
characters who made up the ranks of the travelling
showmen in the age of steam. The men vied with
each other to produce a more colourful, more eye-
catching engine, and the finished results, from the paint-
work through the use of decorated copper and brass, to
the mirror bright cylinder blocks, were indeed works
of art.

The Showman’s Locomotive was, however, more
than just an advertisement for its owner for, as well as
hauling trucks loaded with amusement machinery from
fair to fair, and, until stopped by law, a load of nine such
wagons was no exception, it had to provide the electrical
power to operate those same amusements when it
reached the fairground.

The dynamo, for this purpose, was mounted to the
front of the smoke stack and was driven by a belt from
the flywheel. When it was working as a stationary
engine, the Showman’s engine looked even more colour-
ful for, from its own electricity, it illuminated rows of
coloured lights round its canopy.

Although, after the change of the law that forbade the
pulling of an excessive number of trailers, the load con-
sisted of only four large vans, each locomotive was even
then pulling a combined weight of over 35 tons. It
speaks much for the power of these old machines that
they could travel, with about three hundred gallons of
water in their tanks, for up to 15 hours at a time with
only the steepest hills causing the load to be split.

At the opposite end of the scale came the Steam
Tractor. This was a smaller version of the Road Loco-
motive, constructed to weigh under 5 tons so that they
came under the definitions as laid down in the Light
Locomotive Act and could be driven and steered by one
man, as opposed to heavier machines that had to be
crewed by at least two men.

These smaller machines were invaluable for lighter
haulage tasks and found a ready sale to furniture
removers, forestry contractors, road builders etc., for the
thousand and one jobs that occur in light haulage.

However, in the field of steam traction, possibly the
most remarkable engines were the cultivating engines
used for steam ploughing, which, with an overall weight
of up to 20 tons and 275 indicated horse power, were the
largest and most powerful of all.

From the very start the steam engine presented a
challenge to those concerned with agriculture. Here,
they had the most powerful and reliable machine
known to English engineering and yet, because of its
weight, they could not use it for such farming jobs as

■ J
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A powerful Fowler cult ivating engine.  Built in  1H86, weigh-
ing 131 tons and with a n.h.p. o f  12, this  was  one of  a pa ir  of
monsters that made light work of  cult ivat ing even the
hardest ground.  The winding drum can be  clearly seen

beneath the boiler.

The pride of  the line  — A Burrel l  Showman’s  Road Loco-
mot ive ,  “The Bai l ie" of  1911. This  particular engine  was
used by Si lcocks of  Warrington round the Lancashire Fairs
until 1945. Today i t  has  been restored to  all i t s  former
glory and,  at  tract ion engine  rall ies all over the country,

again suppl ies  power for amusements .

A General Purpose Traction Engine. A Fowler of  1936.
6 n.h.p. weight 12 tons. This was taken to the Cork Agri-
cultural  Show in 1936 and  sold direct to  an  Irish farmer from
the show. Was used for agricultural work until  as  late as

1962.
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Not a Showman's  Road Locomotive but  a miniature  con-
s truc ted  to inc lude  a l l  the  de ta i l s  o f  the  rea l  th ing .  Showing
how today,  through  the work of  enthusiasts ,  the  glorious age

of  s t eam lives again .

ploughing. Despite various experiments, no really
successful method was found until 1861.

In that year John Fowler of Leeds devised a method
that used two traction engines, with the plough, attached
to a steel wire let out and taken on from drums beneath
the engines, drawn across the field.

The plough used to be double sided and, after one
engine had hauled it across the field and the engines
had moved up for the next furrows, could be reversed
and plough towards the other engine.

Each ploughing set was crewed by four men and a
boy, two drivers, a ploughman and the foreman in
charge. The boy, usually straight from school, was
employed as cook and meal relief ploughman.

The work was hard and tough for, during the plough-
ing season, the teams worked from dawn to dusk and
even when they could get home at the weekend, one of
the team had to be at the site of the ploughing by
4.30 a.m. on the Monday morning to start the fires in the
cultivating engines to get steam up for the drivers as
soon as they arrived at 7 a.m.

Today, thanks to Arthur Napper and other en-
thusiasts like him, the glorious age of steam lives again

and in whatever part of the country we live, we can sec
again these magnificent reminders of one of the greatest
periods of English engineering skill in all their glory and,
unlike many museum pieces, showing that they are still
capable of the work for which they were first built. A
true tribute indeed to the greatness of their makers.

OCEAN ENGINEERING (continued from page zz?)
ments may well be aimed at providing underwater
habitats built around well heads and underwater storage
tanks so that maintenance crews can be sent down to
work at atmospheric pressure.

There are several types of robot craft with mani-
pulating arms which have been developed for under-
water tasks. One of these was the CURV, used in the
Spanish hydrogen bomb recovery, and others arc used
in the North Sea for routine undersea maintenance.

Yet another type of underwater system is the sea bed
vehicle which is designed to crawl along the sea bottom
on wheels and carry out major engineering and con-
struction tasks. The Cammell Laird 50 ton sea bed
vehicle is an example of this type of submersible and
Lloyd’s Register carried out design assessment, strain
gauge investigations on the pressure hull, and con-
structional survey for the project.

The rapid advances made in undersea technology in
the past decade would seem to indicate that diving
depths of 6,000 ft. will become commonplace for sub-
mersibles within the next few years and the need for
specialist assessment of the undersea craft of the future
will fall increasingly to the ship classification societies
such as Lloyd’s Register.

The increase of interest in submersibles has led
inevitably to the stimulation of associated activities in
the fields of underwater television, photography,
navigational systems, sonar and communications.
Parallel development has been aimed at providing suit-
able logistic surface support craft and communications
and tracking facilities.

In fact exploitation of the natural resources beneath
the sea has led to the concept of “Ocean Engineering”
which is seen as embracing a very wide range of equip-
ment, including drill rigs, crane barges, supply boats,

tugs, workover and production platforms, submersibles,
underwater habitats, seabed wellhead equipment, pipe-
lines, single point mooring systems, sand carriers,
dredgers and hopper barges.

The Ocean Engineering Group of Lloyd’s Register
is concerned with all these, offering design appraisal,
consultancy, classification, supervision of construction
and/or specification requirements and technical in-
spection.

Lloyd’s Register already has wide experience, dating
from 1958, of classing drill rigs, including semi-sub-
mersible rigs such as “Staflo”, “Sea Quest”, “Sedneth
1” and “Pentagone 81”, as well as self-elevating types,
fixed platform tenders, etc..

Structural feasibility studies for new rig designs are
being carried out on a consulting basis and, as already
mentioned, design appraisals arc being made of manned
and unmanned submersibles.

Several crane barges, including the Santa Fe Inter-
national Corporation’s “Choctaw”, have been classed
(with structural appraisal of the cranes) and numerous
dredgers, hopper barges, sand carriers, and service and
supply boats have been built under survey.

The growing activity in all aspects of ocean engineer-
ing is reflected in the changes that have been made in
Lloyd’s Register’s Rules. Rules for dredgers, hopper
dredgers, sand carriers, reclamation craft and hopper
barges have already been completely revised. The
Technical Committee of Lloyd’s Register is currently
dealing with Provisional Rules for the Construction and
Classification of Mobile Offshore Units and similar
rules for submersible craft are being drafted, while a
working party is formulating draft specifications for
underwater routine surveys and damage surveys.
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Ocean
Engineering
Modern drilling and
underwater techniques
require classification
of machinery or vessels
just as much as ships.
Lloyd’s Register can do it.

HTHE sea has been described as the sixth continent1 and covering, as it does, two-thirds of the earth’s
surface, it has exerted a powerful hold on man’s imagina-
tion since the very earliest times of human history.
First it was his natural curiosity to know something of
the strange life beneath the waves which directed man’s
interest. Even Alexander the Great was not immune
and is said to have sat in a glass barrel for two months
observing the creatures of the deep. With the emer-
gence of 20th century ‘technological man’, faced with a
constantly rising population and the consequent pressure
on natural resources, interest today is focused on the
exploitation of the reserves beneath the sea. In-
calculable mineral wealth, oil, fish—these are some of
the prizes awaiting the colonizers of the depths.

At present only the continental shelves down to a
depth of about 600 ft. are being exploited for their
offshore gas and oil and minerals. About 90 per cent
of world fish catches come from the waters of the
continental shelves, which form only about 7 per cent
of the total underwater area.

The next phase of the colonization of the sea lies
beyond the frontiers of the continental shelves and
deeper into the cold plains and abysses of the true sea
bed. In order to reap corn from the depths man must
be able to function for long periods thousands of feet
below the surface and for this he needs an artificial
environment in the form of some kind of submersible.
It  may be an exploration diving bell or sphere, a habitat
complex, a sea-bed vehicle or some kind of free-ranging
submersible craft.

There are now about 40 underwater systems and
submersibles in operation and the hard facts of com-
mercial life are beginning to impinge on the sea-bed
dream.

Underwriters for a start are not notably given to
dreaming and before they arc willing to insure new risks
they require a sound appraisal of those risks. Builders
and operators too have an interest in a stable insurance
market offering fair terms in a new industry where many
questions remain to be answered.

The situation therefore is that before a builder or
operator of submersibles is able to buy insurance, his
equipment must carry certification from one of the
recognised classification societies. This will tell under-
writers that the submersible will be safe for operation at

certain depths, in prescribed sea states and in designated
areas.

Lloyd’s Register of Shipping continues to develop its
interests in underwater research and submersibles
through its newly established Ocean Engineering Group
and is able to give advice on design, including the
checking of plans, calculations and materials, and will
survey the craft during construction. Guidance notes
for the classification of submersibles of all types are in
preparation and these will deal with the pressure hull,
mechanical and electrical installations, buoyancy, life
support systems, instrumentation and crew training.
An important requirement is likely to be the pilot’s
certification of the fitness of the submersible to dive
together with a maintenance completion certificate and
a diving superintendent’s log to be seen at intervals by
a surveyor. This arrangement would be similar to that
used in civil aviation where the pilot decides whether
an aircraft is safe to fly and takes it over from the ground
crew. The accent on safety is not a bureaucrat’s whim,
for the underwater environment is a hostile one for man.

Consider the facts of life beneath the waves which
have to be borne in mind when designing and operating
submersibles. Sea water is 1000 times as dense as air
and the pressures at the sea bottom are enormous. For
every 33 ft. descended the pressure rises by one atmo-
sphere or 14.7 pounds per square inch. This means
that at a depth of 13,000 ft. the pressure is about three
tons per square inch—and about half the ocean bottom
lies below that depth. The structural problems are
obvious.

The fact that the oceans are composed of a salt
solution means that everything the designer builds has to
operate in a fluid as corrosive as dilute sulphuric acid.
This limits the materials he can use. Sea water also
acts as an electrolyte so he must be careful when using
dissimilar metals or he will find his submersible acting
as an electric battery with resulting galvanic corrosion
on the hull materials. Communications are a problem
because sea water, being a conductor of electricity,
cannot be penetrated for any significant distance by
radio or radar waves. Only sound waves provide a
relatively good means of communication.

The sheer vastness of the sea bed makes any kind of
search activity a much slower process than on land and
the absence of landmarks requires the establishment of
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Saucer, a small submersible embodying concepts which
have influenced the design of nearly all subsequent
submersibles. Its maximum depth was 1000 ft., but
among its advantages were ease of transport by road
and the fact that it needed only an 80 ft. long support
ship. The Diving Saucer has been followed by a host
of small submersibles, notable among which are the
Alvin, a two man craft capable of descent to 6,000 ft.
and the much larger Aluminaut, an aluminium hulled
submersible which has dived to 6,250 ft. The Aluminaut
and Alvin, together with the robot submersible CURV,
played a major part in the recovery of the hydrogen
bomb lost off Spain in 1966.

One of the most advanced submersibles today is the
United States Navy’s Deep Submergence Rescue
Vehicle (DRSV-1) which was launched in January 1970.
This is one of two systems being developed for rescuing
survivors from a sunken submarine. I t  can dive to
5,000 ft. and cruise submerged for 8 hours.

Working submarines, underwater transfer chambers
and decompression chambers are used extensively in the
North Sea where the offshore gas and oil industry has to
maintain sea bed equipment such as well heads, under-
water cables, cable repeaters and pipelines.

Apart from the ‘dry’ submersibles which provide a
comfortable environment for the crew inside a pressure
hull, there are ‘wet’ submersibles for diver transport.
These are really nothing more than underwater motor-
cycles and are limited to the depth tolerable to the diver
who is exposed to the cold and pressure of the sea, and
who is still required to carry out decompression routines
when returning to the surface.

Many countries have built static underwater habitats
where men have lived and worked for long periods. In
the American Tektite 1 habitat a crew of four stayed
down 59 days supplied with a breathing mixture of 8%
oxygen and 92% nitrogen from a surface ship. The
practical applications of habitats have been appreciated
by the offshore gas and oil industry and future develop-

(Please turn to page 117)

artificial landmarks such as acoustic markers. The
forces at work in the sea arc of considerable magnitude.
A one and a half knot current will push as hard on a
man as a 50 m.p.h. wind and a two knot current repre-
sents a hurricane force wind of 90 m.p.h. Finally, the
ocean contains no free oxygen so that man must bring
his atmosphere with him when he ventures into the
depths.

Apart from the natural hazards of the sea, man’s past
and present activities add to the dangers when operating
submersibles. An enormous amount of debris litters
the sea bottom as a result of man’s internecine methods
of solving his disputes. Over 10,000 ships were sunk
during the two World Wars alone. Other relics of
naval warfare include live mines, torpedoes, shells,
bombs and dumped ammunition. Numerous items
occupy a legitimate place in the sea such as bottom-
resting or anchored equipment, cables, wires and
buoyed equipment. Ships and submarines freely roam
the seas and one only has to look at recent events in the
English Channel to appreciate the collision risks present.
'Progress’ of course leads to new hazards and one could
mention the dumping of nuclear waste and lethal nerve
and other gases in the sea.

Nevertheless oceanology has developed rapidly and
civilian exploration of the ocean took a major step for-
ward with the construction of the bathyscaph FRNS 2
in 1948 by Auguste Piccard. This was the first free
and more or less mobile device capable of descending
into the deepest ocean abyss. It was followed by the
Trieste 1 which in 1960 plumbed the 36,000 ft.
Challenger Deep in the Pacific. These bathyscaphs
were steel spheres providing the occupants with an
environment of one atmosphere of pressure and linked
by communications cables to surface support ships. To
lighten the bathyscaph, Trieste 1, steel shot was
released (ten tons for a 20,000 ft. dive) and to make it
heavier, gasoline was released (2,000 gallons for a
routine dive).

In 1958 Jacques-Yves Cousteau built the Diving
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1 Underwater habitat

2 Seabed crawler

3 Diver's lift

4 Diver

5 Anchored observation
craft

6 Habitat lift

7 Observation craft

B Diving chamber

9 Work  chamber sub

10 Wet  submersible

11 Towed submersible

12 Dry  submersible with
divers' exit

13 Dry  submersible

14 Unmanned remote
controlled sub
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A Meccano
Gear-Cutting

Machine
By MM reader

T. V. Vollenhoven
of Eindhoven, Holland
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good working “production mach-
ines”, provided the builder takes
care to make the unit strong enough,
in the sense of rigidity against bend-
ing. Meccano parts practically
never break, but at some loads, they
occasionally bend, owing to their
flexibility.

In the relevant accompanying
photographs, the machine is shown
at work, cutting a 60-teeth gear
wheel from a nylon disc, thus prov-
ing its success in operation.

Building the Model
THE FRAME consists of two I-

section beams 1, each made from
four 12 in. Angle Girders and one
12|  in. Flat Girder bolted together
at regular intervals. At the forward
end, the beams are joined together,
at the top by two 3j  in. Angle

T EATURED here is a Meccano
J?  Gear-cutting Machine which
not only demonstrates how gear-
cutting is done in real practice, but
which is capable of cutting real gear
wheels in all standard Meccano
sizes, using as a “cutting tool’* a
•fr in. Whitworth Tap, obtainable in
every toolshop. The gears can be
cut from many different materials
such as brass, aluminium, PVC,
nylon, etc. and the plastic gear
wheels thus made are especially
recommended in places where
“silent” transmissions are required.
In any case, it gives the model-
builder—after completing the model
—a lot of fun in making an extra
supply of gear wheels!

The machine demonstrates the
great possibilities of standard Mec-
cano parts for the building of really

Girders 2 overlaying a 3 X 1J  in.
Flat Plate 3, and at the bottom, by a
5J in. Angle Girder 4, the joins
being strengthened by four l j  in.
Corner Brackets. Another 5¼ in.
Angle Girder 5 is bolted to the spare
flange of Girder 4, the securing
Bolts helping to fix four diagonal
bracing 2 |  in. Strips 6 in place
between this Girder and nearby
Girder 2.

Journalled in Girders 2 are two
Axle Rods extended, via Threaded
Couplings, by Screwed Rods, as
shown, a 1 in. Gear 7 being mounted
on the end of each Axle Rod. In
mesh with these Gears is a third 1 in.
Gear on a centre Rod, an 8-hole
Bush Wheel 8. fitted with
Threaded Pin, being fixed on the
end of the Rod to serve as a hand-
wheel. This whole arrangement
acts as the horizontal feed for the
carriage.

The rear end of the frame consists
of five 7 J in. Angle Girders 9, all
bolted between beams 1 in the posi-
tions shown and extending two holes
at one side and six holes at the other.
Four 3 in. Strips 10 are also bolted
diagonally between the beams to
provide further support, while three
vertical 5 |  in. Angle Girders 11,
braced by three diagonal 5 J in.

46
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44 47 35 34
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36

Top, a “working” Meccano model  in
the true sense of  the word Is this  Gear-
cutt ing Machine, designed and built  by
the author.  It will  produce real gears
from a variety of  materials .

Left, a close-up view of  the main
bearing assembly,  removed from the
model.  The cutt ing tool (37) is a A in.
Whitworth Tap.
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them. The upper end of the
Screwed Rod passes through the
centre smooth bore of another
Coupling, held in the carriage by
two short Rods in two 1 in. Corner
Brackets 29 bolted to a 2 i  in. U-
section girder secured, along with a
Flat Trunnion, to one girder 16.
Fixed on the end of the Rod is a

in. Pinion and vertical feed is
accomplished by turning this Pinion
by hand. However, as vibrations
during cutting tend to cause the
Screwed Rod to revolve involun-
tarily, the Rod can be secured for
two or three cutting revs, at a time
by a second in. Pinion 30, fixed on
a Pivot Bolt screwed into one tapped
centre bore of Coupling 26.

Fixed between the flanges of U-
section girders 16 by short Bolts,
each fitted with two Washers, are
four Threaded Bosses 31. Screwed
into these Bosses under operating
conditions are four swing-bolts 32,
each made up of a Threaded Boss in
which a short Screwed Rod is
locked by a Nut. A } in. Washer is
mounted on the Rod, the “wings” of
the bolt being provided by two J in.
Bolts. These swing-bolts must be
firmly tightened during the final
vertical cutting so as to obtain the
best results. Construction of the
remaining carriage framework is
clear from the illustrations, but it
should be mentioned that the two
Screwed Rods providing horizontal
feed for the carriage locate in the
transverse bores of two further
Threaded Bosses 33 secured be-
tween the flanges of lower girder 16.

Main Bearing Assembly
Moving to the main bearing

assembly, two 7 i  in. Angle Girders

A view of  the main  frame without the
cutting carriage and main bearing
assembly.  The horizontal feed for the
carriage appears at  the near end of  the
frame.

Angle Girders 12, give support for
the main bearing assembly. The
ends of upper and lower rear
Girders 9 are connected by two
vertical 2j in. Angle Girders, each of
these being connected to nearby
Girder 11 by a 4J in. Braced Girder
overlaid by two 4} in. Angle
Girders 13. The frame is then
completed by a 7 J in. Braced Girder
at the rear and a 2 |  in. Braced
Girder 14 at the front.

Note that the completed frame
must be as perfectly “square” and
rigid as possible. The I-section
beams must be arranged neatly
parallel and all Nuts and Bolts well
tightened up for heavy-duty work.
Legs for the frame are provided by
Sleeve Pieces attached to j in.
Flanged Wheels.

The model is powered by an
E15R Electric Motor, secured to a
3 |  X 2$ in. Flanged Plate 15 which,
in turn, is bolted to the flanges of
another similar Plate fixed between
two Girders 12.

The Carriage
Pictured in one of the accompany-

ing illustrations is the carriage as it
appears removed from the model.
It consists of two U-section girders
16, each supplied by two 4 J in.
Angle Girders, the U-section girders
being connected by a 3 X I j  in.
Flat Plate 17, a 2 |  x 1J in. Flexible
Plate and two 2 J in. Flat Girders,
arranged on top of each other as
shown, but with the Flat Girders
separated by a distance of one hole.
Flat Plate 17 must slide with the
minimum clearance between beams
1 of the frame, the Flexible Plate
giving the carriage a little clearance
in the vertical direction.

The cutt ing carriage as  i t  appears
removed from the Machine.  In the
right foreground is a P.V.C. disc
prepared ready for cutt ing and a com-
pleted gear cut  from brass.

Spindle 18, vertical when the
carriage is mounted in the frame,
carries the “leading” Gear Wheel
and the disc to be cut. It  is
journalled in two bearings supplied
by Double Arm Cranks, the top
bearing being bolted to a 1 J in. Flat
Girder which, in turn, is bolted to a
4J in. Angle Girder 19. Girder 19
is attached to the carriage by 1 in.
Bolts and extra Nuts, thus allowing
for easy dismantling when setting up
for cutting a new gear wheel.

Vertical feed of spindle 18 is con-
trolled by a lever system attached to
the underside of the carriage. On
the spindle, a Coupling 20 is freely
mounted, being held in place by two
Collars, one each side of the
Coupling, with the spindle passing
through the centre transverse bore of
the Coupling. Two 3J in. Strips
21, free to pivot, are held by Collars
on two 1 in. Rods fixed in the ends
of the Coupling. Bolted to the Flat
Girders and Plates underneath the
Carriage are two Handrail Supports
22 in the heads of which is fixed
another 1 in. Rod, this carrying a
Crank 23, five Washers and a
Double Arm Crank 24, all free on the
Rod. The Rod passes through the
boss of the Crank and the circular
hole in the arm of the Double Arm
Crank.

The swivel for the lever is a short
Rod 25, passed through the second
holes of the Strips 21, the boss of
Double Arm Crank 24 and the
circular hole in the arm of Crank 23.
The Rod is free to rotate, being held
in place by Collars.

Loosely mounted on two Bolts
between the opposite ends of Strips
21 is a Coupling 26, the centre
tapped bore of which carries a 6 in.
Screwed Rod 27. This Rod actu-
ates the lever, but excessive move-
ment is prevented by two “stops”
28, each provided by two Nuts
locked against a Washer between
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A detailed view of
gear-cutt ing in
operation. As  the
lower Meccano Gear
Wheel makes contact
with the Worm, when
fed in horizontally
(from left to  right),
the  Tap  begins  cutt ing
the upper disc.  The
Worm and Tap drive
arc coupled in a
1 :(1) : 1 ratio.

<■

the chosen sheet material. A centre-
hole of standard shaft diameter is
drilled in this and also two holes at
| in., or j in. distance from the centre
in order to Bolt the disc to a 1 in., or
U in. Bush Wheel. For cutting in
brass, two Bush Wheels are recom-
mended, one each side of the disc,
and, when cutting a 133-teeth Gear
Wheel (the largest possible in the
carriage), the largest Sprocket Wheel
should be used as a bush wheel.

The leading Meccano Gear Wheel
should be located at the centre of
Worm 43, but the disc to be cut
must be positioned somewhat below
the middle of the Tap to allow the
Worm and leading Gear to make
contact first when feeding horizon-
tally. The horizontal feed must be
stopped when the leading Gear
cannot be moved further into the
Worm, then the swing-bolts are
tightened and the vertical feed is
begun, moving the spindle in an
upwards direction.

Cutting in thick materials would
also require “thick” leading Gear
Wheels, but it can also be done by
repositioning the leading Gear
Wheel after reaching half of the
vertical feed !

Further developments
By some modifications to the

model, it must be possible not only
to cut gear wheels of standard
Meccano tooth numbers, but also
gear wheels of special tooth num-
bers—say 75-tceth, for example.
In this case, a 60-teeth Meccano
Gear could still act as the leading
gear wheel on the spindle, as before,
but the cutting tool (the Tap) must
be placed somewhat behind, i.e. not
in the same vertical plane as the
Worm. The gear-ratio between the
shaft carrying Worm 43 and the Tap
must be changed from 1 :1  to
60 : 75 (4 : 5). Whatever is done,
however, the model will give good
service—provided every care is taken
to ensure strong, rigid and correctly-
aligned construction.

IFe regret no parts required list is
available for this model.

34 are connected together by four
H in. Angle Girders and two 3J x

in. Flat Plates 35, then two
further 7J in. Angle Girders 36 arc
bolted, one to each Girder 34 to
form reversed angle girders. Seven
Threaded Pins are mounted in the
positions shown, four in one Plate 35
and three in the other Plate, each
Pin carrying three Washers and a
Coupling. The upper transverse
bores in the Couplings provide fine
and easily lubricated bearings for
Rods carrying the cutting equipment
and relevant gearing.

The cutting tool itself is a -ft in.
Whitworth Tap 37, centred between
short and long pointed Rods, the
long Rod carrying an 8-hole Bush
Wheel 38, to the face of which four
Threaded Bosses arc fixed by
their longitudinal bores. Screwed
through their transverse bores are
four J in. Bolts which hold the
squared end of the Tap. The same
Rod also holds a i in. Pinion 39, a
Collar 40, two pairs of two 1J in.
Strips 41 and two 57-teeth Gear
Wheels 42, the last face to face for
heavy-duty driving.

Running parallel to the cutting
tool and shaft is a 5 in. Rod carrying
the “leading” Worm 43 and the
other end of one pair of Strips 41,
being fixed part way in the bore of a
| X i in. Pinion 44. Running free
in the other half of the bore of the
Pinion is a shorter input-drive Rod,
carrying the other pair of Strips 41,

a | in. Pinion 45 and, on my model,
a Meccano Flywheel 46. This last
very fine, but long-since obsolete,
Meccano part can be replaced by
two 3 in. Pulleys with Tyres, if
desired. Pinion 45 meshes with
Gear Wheels 42.

In mesh with Pinions 44 and 39 is
an “idler” | in. Pinion 47 on a 1 |  in.
Rod, held by a Collar in the centre
holes of Strips 41. Here, and at all
other points double Grub Screws
should be used.

When completed the main bearing
assembly is bolted to the frame at a
somewhat inclined angle, as shown,
this being necessary as the tangent
to the Worm (and the cutting tool)
must be exactly vertical. With
Girders 36 bolted to outside vertical
Girders 11, there must be one hole
clear in left-hand Girder 11 and two
holes clear in right-hand Girder 11,
counting from the top. In  other
words, upper Girder 36 must be
bolted through the second hole of
left-hand Girder 11 (furthest in
photographs) and the third hole of
right-hand Girder 11 (nearest in
photographs). With the unit in
place, Flywheel 46, or its substitute,
is connected by a suitable Driving
Band to a J in. Pully fixed on the
Motor output shaft.

Gear-cutting
With a fine hack-saw, a disc of

equal diameter to the corresponding
Meccano Gear Wheel is sawn out of

AMONG THE MODEL BUILDERS (Continued front opposite page)
side of the main superstructure,
connected by Sprockets and chain to
the dish pivot-point. Mounted on
top of the superstructure are two red
lamp bulbs, representing aircraft
warning lights.

Although the model was built by
the Cubs themselves, the basic
design work was carried out by Pack
Committee Member and Helper,
Mr. Wilfrid Burrows of Whitley, to
whom we are indebted for our

chance to see the model. The
Cubs involved in its construction
were Spencer Cobley, Terry Platt,
Andrew Barber, Andrew Leicester,
Michael Houghton, Kevin Parting-
ton, Jonathan Alms, Robin Clarke,
Eric Monaghan and Andrew Laith-
waitc (all of whom appear in the
accompanying photograph), together
with Ian Scragg, Stephen Simpson
and Philip Heesom who were not
available when the photograph was

(Please turn to page 150)

reasons I shall explain later, the
aerial dish is provided by a Bialaddin
Paraffin Pressure Stove reflector and
it is mounted on a carefully-formed
lattice-work of Strips, one of which
runs in the vertical plane in a wide
arc from one side of the dish to the
other. This is used as a vertical
tracking guide, and runs between
two Rubber-Ringed rollers in the
centre of the base. Dish movement
is controlled by a handwheel at the
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Top lef t ,  members  o f  the  1st  Whi t l ey
Cub Scout  Pack proudly  d i sp lay  the i r
in tr igu ing  model ,  s t ruc tura l ly  based on
the  Jodre l l  Bank  Radio  Telescope .  A l so
in  the  p i c ture  are  severa l  Scouts who,
as  Cubs  a t  the  t ime  the  mode l  was  bu i l t ,
helped wi th  i t s  construction.  Com-
mi t t ee  Member  and  mode l -des igner ,
Mr .  Wi l f r id  Burrows,  and  Ake la ,  Mrs .
La i thwai t e ,  appear  s tand ing  a l  the  rear .
Above ,  a rear  v iew of  the  model  show-
ing  the  la t t i ce -work  o f  S tr ips  support -
ing  the  aer ia l  d i sh .  Be low  left,  a genera l
v i ew  o f  the  Jodre l l  Bank  mode l  w i th  the
aer ia l  d ish po in t ing  vert ica l ly  upwards .
Note  the  s t rong  superstructure  con-
s truc t ion .  Be low,  in  th i s  general  s ide
v iew of  the  Cubs* mode l ,  the bat ter i e s
and  contro l  swi tch  for the  aircraft
warn ing  l i gh t s  can  be  c lear ly  seen.

effective free-moving roller bearing,
with positive tracking being achieved
by four built-up flanged wheels,
mounted one at each corner of the
structure and running on a circular
rail secured to the baseboard of the
model. The structure itself is very
strongly built from Angle Girders
braced by Strips and Plates. For

(Continued opposite)

AMONG THE MODEL BUILDERS with 'Spanner'
Obviously the star attraction was

the model and this is worthy of the
highest praise—especially in view of
the age of the builders, who were all
less than 11 years old when it was
built ! Although not an exact repro-
duction, it is structurally based on
the Mark I Telescope at Jodrell
Bank and it also performs the major
movements of the original. The
whole superstructure, with the aerial
“dish”, revolves through a full 360
degree circle in the horizontal plane,
while the dish itself moves through
more than a full 180 degree semi-
circle in the vertical plane. In
other words, the dish can “explore**
the whole visible hemisphere from
horizon to horizon in every direc-
tion!

The revolving superstructure is
centrally-mounted on a simple but

Cubs* Fine Achievement
Last December, I and a photo-

grapher were privileged to visit rhe
headquarters of the 1st Whitley Cub
Scout Pack near Warrington, Lancs,
having been invited along to see a
Meccano model built by members of
the pack and inspired by Britain’s
famous radio telescope at Jodrell
Bank, Cheshire. I must say that the
visit was very worthwhile. Not
only were we kindly and hospitably
received by the young Cubs and
their leaders, but also the model
itself was most impressive, making
the evening both enjoyable from a
personal point of view and successful
from a business point of view. In
consequence, I am particularly
delighted to reproduce here a few of
the photographs we took during the
visit.
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Trevor Hol loway describes

THE STORY OF  ROPE
Photographs courtesy of British Ropes

TT is difficult to think of many things more widely
A used than rope. Shipping, mining, engineering,
packaging—these are but a few of the large-scale users.
The world just couldn’t get along without it.

One of man’s earliest needs must have been something
in the nature of a rope to bind or hold. Possibly it was
nature herself who provided the first natural rope in the
form of tough creepers. The next ropes were probably
made from strips of animal hide.

At a later stage in man’s development he discovered
that ropes could be made from the tough fibres of coir,
hemp and jute. These natural fibres have been used
for rope-making down the centuries and, of course, are
still used today.

There are several references to rope in the Bible and
in the early histories of Greece and Rome. Crude ropes
were used in China about 2700 B.C., and early followers
of Buddhism used ropes made of women’s hair when
building their temples.

In the tombs of ancient Egyptian kings ropes have
been found of flax, date-palm fibre, halfa grass, bulrushes
and camel hair. The most ancient rope yet discovered

was found in an Egyptian tomb and is now in the Cairo
Museum. Made of fiax, it is in an almost perfect state
of preservation and is about 5,200 years old.

Ropes made of metal wires made their appearance
about 1840, and in recent years synthetic fibres (parti-
cularly nylon) have been spun into ropes of outstanding
quality, but ropes of vegetable fibres still make up a
major part of present-day production.

Vegetable fibres are classified as hard or soft. The
three best-known hard fibres are manila, sisal and coir.
Manila is a brown fibre that comes from a plant similar
to the banana plant and is grown in the Philippines,
Panama and Guatemala. Sisal is a clean white fibre
obtained from a plant rather like the cactus and is
mostly grown in Brazil and East Africa. Coir is made
from the very short fibres extracted from the husks of
coconuts.

The principal soft fibres are hemp, cotton, flax and
jute. Hemp is grown in many parts of the world, the
best quality coming from Italy and others from Russia,
Chile and India.

Until the second half of last century, ropes were still

Above left, Sisal  i s  cut  by  hand and counted into  bundles of30 leaves before being loaded onto trains which take it to
the estate  factory for decorticating.

Centre, the yarn is drawn from the bobbins and passes
through a machine  which twists it into the form of  a strand.
A rope consists of  three or  four strands.

Right, a closing machine in Brit ish Ropes* production plant
in Doncaster, during the production of  a special  rope for use
in pipelaying in Italy.

Left, a final s tage  in the manufacture of  a 5000-foot length
of  3-  inch diameter  wire rope anchor l ine  at  Brit ish Ropes*
Doncaster plant.
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Spinning: Sisal  silvers being fed into the spinner— the
machine  which twists the s l iver into yarns.

being made by hand in long narrow alleys called ‘rope-
walks’. One man, with the raw fibre wound around his
waist, would pay out this fibre, walking backwards down
a rope-walk that was anything up to a third of a mile in
length. Meanwhile, another man or boy would turn a
wheel equipped with hooks to which the fibre was
attached, and in this way the ropes would be spun.
Rope-walks are still in use, but the process is now
mechanical.

Rope-making is a series of spinning or twisting
operations. The fibres are received in bales, consisting
of bundles (or ‘heads’ as the rope-maker calls them),
which have to be separated before the mechanical pro-
cess can commence. The bundles of fibre are fed into
machines fitted with pins or steel spikes. These comb
and clean the fibre so that it leaves the machines in a
continuous ribbon or ‘sliver’ as it is called. This
process is repeated several times to produce still finer
slivers.

The spinning is done on automatic spinners which
convert the slivers of parallel fibres into yarns, with a
predetermined twist according to size. These yarns
are wound on to bobbins.

The bobbins of yarns are taken to the rope-walk and
the yarns are threaded through a metal plate pierced
with holes formed in circles. The yarns then pass
through a tube in the stationary part of the machine,
known as the fore board.

This combination of yarns which form a strand is
attached to the travelling part of the machine which is
fitted with a number of revolving hooks. The ‘traveller’
moves slowly away from the foreboard, hauling out the
strand as it goes and giving it the necessary twist.

A rope is made up of strands. This is done by a
machine known as a ‘topcart’. I t  travels on rails and
as it moves down the rope-walk it twists the strands
together to form a rope.

Another method of rope-making is by the use of a
machine which coils the rope automatically as it is made.
This means that a rope-walk is not required and ropes
can be made longer as length is not dictated by the length
of the rope-walk.

A hawser-laid rope is three strands twisted together;
a shroud-laid rope is four strands twisted together; and a
cable-laid rope is made up of three hawser-laid ropes
(i.e. nine strands in all) twisted together.

The raw material of wire rope production is the hot
rolled steel rod which is received at the wire mill in
coils up to 30 cwt. in weight. The rods have to undergo
special heat treatment to render the metal suitable for
‘drawing’ to smaller diameters and to toughen it to
withstand the subsequent heavy cold work processes.

Wire drawing is a cold working process resulting in
decreased wire diameter and an increase in tensile
strength and elastic limit. It produces a combination
of properties which would be unattainable by any other
known metallurgical process.

Wire is produced by drawing the prepared rod
through a tapered tungsten carbide die of slightly
smaller diameter, so making the wire smaller, and at the
same time increasing the length. The process can be
carried out using successively smaller dies one at a time,
or through several dies on a continuous machine.

A wire rope is a combination of wires arranged around
a central core. Wires are twisted or ‘laid* round a wire
or fibre centre to form a ‘strand*. The strands are then
twisted or closed around a central core to form the wire
rope. The number of wires in a strand, or strands in a
rope, depends upon the intended end-purpose of the
rope.

Many types of wire rope are produced and one type of
particular interest is the locked coil rope used ex-
tensively as cables for suspension bridges and in mining.
I t  is a smooth surfaced rope composed of concentric
layers of wires, the final outer cover being shaped wires.
Interior layers are of shaped or round wires around a
central core of round wires. The outer layers ’are
made up of wires so shaped as to form a full lock with
similar connecting units. Up to four locking units may
be used.

The wire ropes produced by British Ropes range from
a .375 in. diameter shaped wire rope used in oil well
drilling to a 13i in. circumference rope produced for a
Hong Kong slipway. It had a breaking load of 760 tons.

It  is interesting to record that the longest wire rope
ever spun in one piece is 8.83 miles in length and weighs
281 tons.1.

Here you sec three strands being "laid up” or  twisted, in the
rope-walk to form a rope.
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Design and
Construction

of  Bridges
Part Two—  Cast I ron  Bridges

By Terence Wise

'T'HE modern bridge can really be said to date from
1 the introduction of cast iron to bridge building,

instigated in Great Britain in the latter half of the 18th
century by Abraham Darby, for this caused the departure
from solid arches and the use of cast iron ribs eventually
led to the invention of the girder.

The design for the very first iron bridge was by an
architect from Shropshire named Thomas Pritchard,
who suggested to Darby the use of cast iron ribs to form
a support for a masonry arch. This was not adopted,
but it gave rise to the idea of forming an iron arch by the
casing of a series of arch-shaped ribs, made with hollow
spandrels in order to remove much of the weight which
was not contributing to the strength of the members.
(Spandrels are the part of a bridge between the arch
ring curve and the deck.) This design was not taken
up either, but a third design resulted from it and this
was the one on which the bridge was finally constructed.
(Fig. 1).

Built by Darby over the Severn River near Coal-
brookdale in Shropshire—the place is now named
Ironbridge—the bridge consisted of five semi-circular
iron ribs cast in ten halves in open moulds. The
casting of these main ribs, each one being half the length
of the hundred foot six inches span, was a masterpiece of
iron foundry work for those days. The rise of the com-
pleted arch was fifty feet and the bridge, begun in 1776
and completed by 1779, is still standing to this day.

It  was not long before the revolutionary new bridge
was copied, appropriately by Thomas Paine, himself a
revolutionary and author of ‘The Rights of Man’. He
drew up a design for a second cast iron bridge but he
had to flee the country and it was not built until some
years later, in 1796. The ribbed arches for this bridge
were cast at Rotherham by Robert Wilson and for some

time they were exhibited in London as a curiosity.
After being returned to Rotherham, the bridge was re-
designed by Wilson and erected over the River Wear at
Sunderland by Rowland Burdon (Fig. 2). The span
was a staggering 236 feet, with a low water clearance
height of a hundred feet.

A third iron bridge was built in the same year at
Buildwas, again over the Severn, by Thomas Telford—
a foretaste of the work soon to be performed by this
great engineer. The span was 130 feet. A more
impressive iron bridge was that built at Southwark over
the Thames by John Rennie, being completed by 1819.
This bridge had a centre span of 240 feet. It was
replaced by a modern bridge in 1921.

Cast iron has two factors that influenced its use in
bridge building. Firstly, it had a high resistance to
compressive stresses—compare its high compression
strength quoted below with those of the earlier materials,
shown in last month’s article—and it could be cast in
very large sections. Secondly, it was extremely brittle.
The second factor soon led engineers and iron founders
to seek economic ways of producing wrought iron which,
being forged or rolled instead of cast, is more malleable
and therefore better suited for the tensile, bending and
twisting stresses experienced in bridges.

Wrought iron was first produced in great quantities
and at an economic price in 1766 by Richard Reynolds,
the son-in-law of Darby, but by 1820 the difference in
prices was still so great as to restrict the use of wrought
iron, cast iron selling at about half the price. It was
Telford who first used wrought iron for bridge work, in
his construction of Britain’s first suspension system for
the Menai Straits Road bridge during the years 1819—
1825. (This bridge will be covered in greater detail in
a later article.) It was used again by him for a second
suspension bridge over the Conway River in 1826.
However, his choice of wrought iron was dictated by the
necessity for tensile strength in the new suspension
design.

It  was left to Robert Stephenson to select wrought
iron for his principal material despite the extra cost
when he began work on the 412 foot long tubular girder
bridge over the Conway River in 1846. The bridge,
completed two years later, served as a proving ground
for his next bridge— the Britannia railway bridge over
the Menai Straits, which was finished in 1850 and is
today safely carrying loads far in excess of those estim-
ated by Stephenson. The wrought iron tubular girders

Remarkable  e legance  could  be  captured by  br idge  designers
using cas t  iron,  a s  these two lovely examples  show.
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for the latter bridge are each 1,511 feet long and weigh
4,680 tons, the trains running through the tubes. The
bridge has a total length of 1,380 feet and a high water
clearance height of a hundred feet.

But it was Brunei’s Chepstow and Saltash bridges that
constituted the greatest advance in bridge building,
bringing the use of wrought iron to its zenith in the
1850s, for his new designs used the material to its best
advantage. The railway bridge at Chepstow provided
Brunel with a chance to experiment for the Saltash
bridge. The weight of the 300 foot main span was
taken by two huge wrought iron tubes resting on rollers
on top of iron piers. These tubes lasted a hundred
years, being replaced by modern steel in 1962.

Work on his Royal Albert bridge, carrying the railway
link between Devon and Cornwall across the Tamar
River, was begun in 1853. In his design Brunel tried
to combine the best structural advantages of the wrought
iron arch and the newer suspension principle. The
bridge was based on two great wrought iron trusses with
tubular arches and suspension chains, both following an
identical line of curvature to form a double convex shape.
Fig, 3 illustrates this basic principle of the design. A
and B are the piers, C the bridge deck, D the arch curve,
and E the suspension chain curve. The arch tubes are
oval in shape, being 16 feet 9 inches wide and 12 feet
3 inches high. The length of each span is 465 feet, the
two trusses meeting on a central pier built on solid rock
in mid river after excavating to a depth of 80 feet, with
their other ends resting on piers built on the river banks.
Each of these giant trusses weighs over a thousand tons.

Fig. 4 is a simplified sketch of the elevation of one span,
showing the deck slung from the arch and suspension
chains. The suspension links have not been drawn in
in order to make the construction of the truss stand out
more clearly. Each of the trusses was first built on a
platform on the shore, then floated into position on
pontoons and jacked to the right height. The bridge,
capable of carrying the much heavier loads of today,
was finished in 1859.

The Saltash bridge was to be Brunel’s last work for he
died in September of that year. It was also the last
great wrought iron bridge, for in 1855 the English
metallurgist Henry Bessemer had patented a process for
producing steel from pig iron and within five years—
only a year after the completion of the Royal Albert
bridge—the new material was being used in the building
of bridges.

This brings us to the era of the steel arch, which we
shall be covering next month.

COMPARATIVE COMPRESSION & TENSION

STRENGTHS OF  MATERIALS

Cast iron 3,000 lbs per square inch in tension
12,000 lbs „ „ „ „ compression

Wrought iron 14,000 lbs „ „ „ „ tension
14,000 lbs „ „ „ , ,  compression in

short struts
12,000 lbs „ „ „ „ sheer, that is in

the perpendicular

Book Review
a long-awaited publication which presents, for the
first-time, a collection of some of the work of first-
rate adult modellers from many parts of the U.K.
Nevertheless, it is written in the author’s easy style
for young and old alike. A well-produced book which
will grace any constructor’s personal library shelf and
which will prove both entertaining and instructive.

Model Building in Meccano and Allied Construction Sets
by B. N. Love is a unique publication which will appeal
to model builders of all ages. The author, who is
well known for his feature articles in Meccano Magazine,
presents a wealth of information on Meccano models,
beautifully illustrated throughout with large pictures of
first class mechanisms and working models. This is
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TOUGH JOURNEY FOR TWO RANGE ROVERS
'T'WO British Leyland Range Rovers, both considcr-
1 ably modified to tackle what is likely to be one of

the toughest journeys ever undertaken by any motorised
vehicle, left the Rover Company’s Solihull, Warwick-
shire, plant on Monday, 29th November on the first
stage of the five month long adventure.

After leaving the factory the vehicles were driven by
their Army crews, led by Captain Gavin Thompson, to
RAF Lyneham in Wiltshire, from where, on 1st Decem-
ber, they were flown to Anchorage, Alaska. Within
hours of their arrival they set off on the first leg of their
drive to Panama City where their itinerary showed
arrival on 23rd or 24th December.

The Range Rovers are being used by a 70-strong team
of Army personnel, engineers and scientific observers in
an attempt on the first ever unbroken land crossing of
the American Continent from Alaska in North America
to Cape Horn at the southernmost tip of South America
—a 13,000 mile journey which will include a 250 mile
stretch of dense jungle, swamp, ravines, rivers and
mountain ridges in Panama and Colombia.

This area, known as the Isthmus of Darien, represents
the last unconquered obstacle to completion of the Pan-
American Highway. At present the highway runs from
Alaska almost to the Isthmus of Darien and then con-
tinues on the other side down to Chile.

The main purpose of the expedition is to try to open
and chart a possible route through the Darien Gap, to
enable the possible eventual continuation of the high-
way. Work has been going ahead adding many modifi-
cations to the two Range Rovers to enable them to cope

more adequately with the extreme and widely varied
conditions that will be encountered on the gruelling trip.
Through the Darien Gap the Range Rovers will use
special wide 12 in. x 16.5 in. swamp tyres to reduce the
ground pressure as much as possible. To  allow suffi-
cient clearance the wing panels will have to be removed
while the tyres are in use. Reinforced front bumper/
cow catchers have also been fitted to protect the front of
the vehicles from damage by dense undergrowth when
forcing a way through the jungle. Other exterior
changes include the fitting of roof racks which will carry,
among other things, two large inflatable rafts for ferrying
the vehicles across rivers that are too deep to ford or too
wide to bridge. Both the Range Rovers have been fitted
with two-way radios to enable the crews to talk to each
other without having to stop their vehicles, while stereo
tape players and radios have been provided for use
during the more tedious stretches of mile upon mile of
dead straight highway.

Many other changes arc incorporated, including the
fitting of winches, extra spot and fog lamps, additional
instrumentation, partitioned stowage lockers and a
special water keg to carry 5 gallons of drinking water for
use in the jungle areas.

Among the equipment carried in the vehicles arc hand
winches, spares, extensive tool kits, a comprehensive
first-aid box, including snake bite and malaria antidotes,
etc., shovels and ground anchors for recovery work,
officers’ dress uniforms for publicity through the United
States and, of course, food and clothes for the various
temperatures to be encountered en route.

16'

1

lyoiAxii
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1 Front mounied capstsn winch 3000 Ibcapacity
2 Reinforced bumper/cow catcher guard
3 Petrol tank undershield
4 Retted exhaust extension
5 Four Quartz Iodine spot b fog lights
6 Two  swivel spot lights
7 Split charge two battery system
8 Heavy duty alternator
9 Radiator muff

10  Four extra towing eyes
11  Sirens and air horns
12  Swamp tyres
13  Removable wing panels

Roll-bar
Root mounted spare wheels
Special low-temperature shock absorber*
Insulated body panels

1«  Roofrack
19  Steps on  tailgate
20  Power point in rear of vehicle for cooker etc.
21 Heated roar screen
22 Wiper /washer equipment for rear screen
23 Extra instruments tachometer, oil pressure and temperature

gauges, ammeter for split charge system.
24 Map  reading and interior fights
25 Two-way vehicle radio

25 Stereo tape player and radio
27  Reclining seat with full safety harness and headrest
25  Bu/ l l in  sate
29 Water keg
30 Partitioned stowage lockers
31 Inspection light, 26  ft lead
32 Fully comprehensive tool kit
33  Medical supplies
34 Extra equipment, hand winches, ground anchors, cable,

tow ropes etc.
35  Coffeemaker
35 Floatation bogs & outboard motors
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For readers who
have built model

aircraft before, full-
size plans for a

fine flying model

Messerschmitt Bff 109
By F. Hawkins

TH you want a tough little control-liner for .5-.8 cc
1 here’s a scale WW.II fighter that has no claim for
being a stunt model, but will give a most lively perform-
ance. The original flew with a D.C. Merlin and apart
from lengthening the drop-out undercarriage and
shortening the carburettor intake, is true to scale. It’s
a pity that the engine cylinder should have to stick out
like a sore thumb: but until we can get the manu-
facturers to squeeze power out of a thimble size unit,
this is one problem we cannot overcome!

Begin by cutting wing panels from hard ,¾ inch sheet.
Then cut out the wheel wells in the under surface panels.
Take one half of a 1 inch celluloid wheel, the type
moulded from thin sheet, and cut it diametrically.
Stick the pieces over the wheel well, packing round with
scraps of balsa. Stick the tapered leading edge and the
ribs to the panels and join at the centre line with plenty
of glue, allowing | inch dihedral under each tip.

Make up the control plate assembly from inch ply
and cement it to the bottom wing panels, together with
the push rod and lead out wires. Install the under-
carriage tubes in the leading edge with plenty of glue
and add the top sheeting, bevelling to fit the leading and
trailing edges.

Cut the motor plate from 4 inch ply. The bolt holes
shown are for the Merlin. Press studs are sewn to the
plate via two small holes. Attach F l  to the plate.
Assemble the fuselage dies to F2, 3, 4, 5, 6, and attach
to the wing by sliding down the push rod. Now install
the tank—any 15 cc Team Race tank will do. Use
polythene tubes led through F2 and the J inch soft block
forming the fuselage decking. Later a small piece of
tightly fitting celluloid is slid down the tube, stuck to
the fuselage and the tube cut off flush. The tailwheel
should be well glued to the lower fuselage block before
assembly.

Now build the cowling from block balsa, C l  and 2,
cutting back to clear the motor. The other half of the
fixing press studs are sewn to small pieces of in. ply
which arc glued in place in the cowling, then attached to
the fuselage and the whole left to set. The same
method is used for attaching the front half of the spinner,
made from block, to the ply backplate.

Stick the tapered tail leading edge and bottom block
to the fuselage, noting the scale degree of offset, and
attach the elevator horn to the push rod. Sandwich the
pieces of tape between the halves of the stabiliser and
slide the fin sides down the stabiliser, over the horn,
and into position against the fuselage. Now stick the
halves of the elevator on to the tape and the horn.

Give the model two coats of dope and thinner 50/50,
with talc stirred in. Rub down, and cover with light
tissue, doped on. Add wing and fuselage blisters,
bomb rack, radiators, exhaust with card fairing, oil
cooler and then give another two coats of talc and clear
dope all over. Add seat, joystick and dashboard to
cockpit and fold the canopy from celluloid. Ailerons
etc., should be marked by carving a shallow V with a
sharp knife.

Place the legs in the wing tubes and solder on the
spreader bar and wheels. Stick the ply fairings to the
legs with polystyrene cement.

Many alternative colour schemes are available. The
original was painted pale blue underneath, and medium
grey and green mottle on top with black and white
crosses and swastikas and a white band round the rear
fuselage.

Fit a Frog nylon 6 I 4 prop, and 25 ft wire lines,
choose a calm day, hand launch or take off from drop
out undercarriage. Hold your hat— the performance
will surprise you !
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SHOWN

W3
I 8SW.G.  ELEVATOR
HORN

14 S.WG. BRASS
TUBES

5 /8  DIHEDRAL
AT TIPS

1/32“ PLY

CUT CELLULOID WHEEL
AROUND SEAM AND
ACROSS CENTRE TO
FIT WHEEL WELLS

BIND & SOLDER

I "  DIA. WHEELS
14 SWG. WIRE
DROP OUT U/CSIDE

VIEW TAILPLANE Ek ELEVATORS
FROM 2 LAMINATIONS OF
*/16" SHEET WITH LINEN
HINGES BETWEEN

J ELEVATOR
'HORN
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’/16" SHEET BOTH
SIDES OF F IN

’/16 SHEET

F5

SLOT FOR'/8** SHEET L.E.
TAPERED TO
h6“ AT TOP

TAILPLANEo. '/2 BLOCK TOP

F6 i

5/16” X W TAPER
TO ZERO AT T.E.

IB  S.W.G. LEG
3/ 8 "  PLASTIC
WHEEL

1/2" BLOCK BOTTOM

SKETCH OF TA IL

ASSEMBLY
BRASS TUBE GANNON

NOTE OFFSET

’/IB” SHEET FIN SIDES
14 S.W.G. BRASS TUBE FOR U /C

3/16 SHEET LE.

h6"X 3 /l6 BRACEWl
W2

he PLYCUT BOtTOM  SHEETING
AND CEMENT M WHEEL
IN  FLUSI WITH BOTTOMAYSTRATE C/LWIRE

LEADOUTS

r h6"SHEET
BLISTER ON

LIGHTLY SCRIBE
LINES CUT 4 PANELS OF

k6"  SHEET TO OUTLINE

Li. __
3/8" SHEET CANNON
BLISTER ON BOTTOM
EACH SIDE

CUT TOP SHEET
FOR PUSH RODSECTION

v POSITION OF fa'
SHEET RADIATOR
UNDER PORT WING

W2

WING SECTIONS

o W3 ©S3
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MME FROM
POCKET MECCANO

BY ‘SPANNER*
10

3 2 3

Fishplate 2. Firmly held by Nuts
in the forward end holes of the Fish-
plates and in the opposite end holes
of the Plate flanges arc four I in.
Bolts, on each of which a J in.
Pulley 3 is mounted to serve as a
wheel. Lock-nutted to the top of
the Flanged Plate through its rear
row centre hole is a compound
double bracket built up from two
Angle Brackets. This built-up
double bracket should revolve freely,
but not sloppily, on the Plate.

Tightly fixed to the vertical lugs
of the double bracket are two Flat
Trunnions 4 secured through their
centre base holes. These Trun-
nions serve as the Crane body, the
Crane jib being supplied by two
4-J in. Narrow Strips 5, bolted to one
set of base comer holes of the Trun-
nions. The top ends of Strips 5 are
connected together by an ordinary
Bolt 6 passed through the end hole
in one Strip and fixed by two Nuts
in the end hole of the other Strip.
This leaves a short length of Bolt
Shank clear between the inner Nut
and the opposite Strip, and it is over
this exposed shank that the winch
Cord will later be passed.

The winch itself is supplied by a
I in. Reversed Angle Bracket 7
which is secured by a Nut on a 1 J in.
Bolt 8. The shank of the Bolt is
then passed through the centre hole
of right-hand Flat Trunnion 4,
where it is lock-nutted in place with
the end of the Bolt just protruding
through the centre hole of the left-
hand Flat Trunnion. The Bolt

Entered in
Sect ion 2 of  the
recent Pocket
Meccano Com-
petition, th is
Mobile Crane
was built  by
12-ycar-old
Phi l ip  Clarke
of  Braunston,
Nr. Rugby.

chosen the three models for this
month from among those entries.
They are, as a glance at the pictures
will show, a Mobile Crane, a Heli-
copter and a Dodgem Car and I think
you will agree that, although losers,
they are all interesting models in
their own right.

Mobile Crane
Beginning with the Crane, this is a

delightful working model designed
by 12 year-old Philip Clarke of
Braunston, Nr. Rugby, Warks.
Fitted with four wheels, it is fully
mobile and it also has a rotating jib
allowing even greater versatility.
Its most interesting feature, how-
ever, is a working winch—quite a
noteworthy feat on such a small
model!

The mobile chassis consists quite
simply of a 2 J x 1J in. Flanged
Plate 1, each flange of which is
extended one hole forward by a

/CONTINUING,  as promised, our
series of interesting models

entered in last year’s Pocket Mec-
cano “Build-a-Model” Competition,
I am pleased to feature here three
more constructions, chosen at ran-
dom from the hundreds of entries
received. These actually make up
the third batch of models to be
described, but they differ somewhat
from the two previous groups in that
none of them is a prize-winner. All
the models so far described have
won a prize of some sort, yet those
illustrated here have not. Why
feature them then ?

To  answer this question, I would
like to refer back to the article in
January’s M.M. announcing the
winners of the Pocket Meccano
Competition. At the time I re-
marked on the high quality of entries
in the Competition and mentioned
the fact that very many unsuccessful
models were well up to prize-
winning standard. I do not hesitate
to say now that these three offerings
are, in my opinion, three of those up-
to-standard models and I am quite
sure that, if there had been more
prizes to go round, all three would
have stood excellent chances of
netting something for their builders.

As it was, of course, the number of
prizes was naturally limited and, as a
result, many possible winners were
just beaten into the “losing” cate-
gory. When prizes are limited,
there must be losers, but there is
nothing to suggest that some of
those losers should not be featured
in these pages. Many unsuccessful
entries were worthy of mention and
so, by way of a change, we have

A close-up rear
view of  the Crane
body showing the
hoisting winch.
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Also entered in  Section 2 of  the Com-
petit ion was this l i t t le  Hel icopter,
designed by  S.  R.  H.  Gregory of  South

Nutf ield,  Surrey.

3

must be free to turn in the Trun-
nions, controlled by the crank
formed by Reversed Angle Bracket
7. A handle for the crank is
supplied by a Bolt 9, locked by Nuts
in the spare lug of the Reversed
Angle Bracket. The shank of Bolt
8 serves as the Crane winding drum,
the hoisting Cord passing from this,
over Bolt 6 to be finally tied to a
“hook” 10 supplied, in our case, by
a compound double bracket built-up
from two Angle Brackets, bolted
together. The finished model is a

Angle Bracket 6 is then secured by
its centre lug to the apex of Trun-
nion 5, thus forming an upper and
lower flange. The rotor blade is
lock-nutted to the upper lug of
Bracket 6 by a j in. Bolt which
passes through the centre hole.

The front of the cockpit is made
from a 21 X 1J  in. Plastic Plate 7
which is bolted to Flanged Plate 1,
along with two Angle Brackets 8 at
the corners. Two J in. Pulleys 9
are secured to these Brackets by J in.
Bolts, completing the wheel assem-
bly. The Plastic Plate is then bent
round and bolted to the lower flange
of Reversed Angle Bracket 6.
Finally, a second 2 J x 1J in.
Plastic Plate 10 is curved to shape
and the ends located in the slots in
the heads of Bolts secured in the top
of Flanged Plate 1 to hold it in
place. This completes the model
and, at the same time illustrates an
excellent way of saving parts!

(continued on page 151)

different versions were entered in
the Pocket Meccano Competition.
Master Gregory’s version, illus-
trated, is just one of many and I have
chosen it, not because it is neces-
sarily better or worse than the others,
but because it was the first to really
appeal to me when I was looking for
models to feature.

As regards construction, the main
body section is supplied by a 2 |  X
1J in. Flanged Plate 1, the tail sec-
tion being represented by a Flat
Trunnion 2, bolted to the underside
of the Flanged Plate. Passing
through the centre base-hole of the
Trunnion and Plate 1, is a i in.
Bolt which carries two I in. Pulleys
3 to act as the tail skid. The rotor
blades are constructed from two
41 in. Narrow Strips 4, overlapped
three holes. A Flat Trunnion 5,
separating the tail section from the
rest of the fuselage, is attached to the
centre of Flanged Plate 1» by an
Angle Bracket. A J in. Reversed

neat example of a fine little working
production.

PARTS REQUIRED
2—10 25—37a 1—5 1 1— 125
4—12 I I—37b 1— I I I 2— 126a
4—23 1—40 4— 1 1 l a 2—235d

Helicopter
Moving onto our second model,

we come to the Helicopter—the
pleasing work of 12 year-old S. R. H.
Gregory of South Nutfield, Surrey.

Helicopters have long been popu-
lar subjects for Meccano modellers
and, in fact, a large number of

Above, an  underside view of  the Heli-
copter showing the simple under -

carriage.

Right ,  this delightful Dodgem Car was
entered in  Section 3 of  the Competit ion
by  J. Spriggs of  Spalding, Lincs. A

very appealing model !
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time the contest was planned, we did
feel an “outfits-only” rule might
cause problems. I remember say-
ing in the Magazine announcement
last January (1971) that it is a lot
harder to produce a model from a
specified number of parts than from
an unlimited stock. I also said that
this increased the challenge and it
most certainly did—so much so that
the challenge appeared to be too
great for a lot of would-be com-
petitors who didn’t even enter!

Having said all this, I should now
like to congratulate those competi-
tors who did meet the challenge by
entering the contest and I must say
that, considering the problems im-
posed by being limited to a particu-
lar Set, some very good models were

MECCANO
COMPETITION

NEWS
By ‘Spanner’

O EGULAR readers of Meccano
JX Magazine may vaguely remem-
ber that, in the January 1971 issue,
we launched a Meccano model-
building competition in which
entrants were required to build a
model from a specific current
Meccano Set. Readers who actu-
ally entered the contest will, I am
sure, be wondering what on earth
became of it, as no announcements
have been made since the contest
closed! An explanation is called
for and I am at last able to offer the
explanation, although this will not
appear until the March issue. (As
I write, it is the beginning of
December, 1971!).

The competition was run by
Meccano in Liverpool and, as
already mentioned, it closed at the
end of last April. In due course,
judging took place, although this
was a little later than planned, and
then the judging itself took quite
some time to complete which resul-
ted in a further delay. Eventually,
however, the winners were chosen,
the necessary lists and paperwork
prepared and everything was fast
approaching the time when the
winners could be notified. Not fast
enough, it turned out, because,
before the whole thing could be
completely finalised, the events
leading up to the collapse of Lines
Brothers broke in a storm around
Meccano. At that time, of course,
Meccano was a subsidiary of Lines
Brothers and, although Meccano
was not itself in difficulty, the
collapse of the parent Company
meant that certain Meccano matters
had to be temporarily held in
abeyance. The competition was
one of those matters.

Meccano was, and is, a strong and
profitable company. By the time
you read this, its future should be
perfectly clear, although at the time
of writing, there are still one or two
loose ends to be tied up. Even

now, however, prospects are so
bright for an extremely successful
future that the competition has been
given the green light to proceed. I
am therefore delighted to report that
the winners have now been notified
and, indeed, when you read this they
will have long since received their
prizes! A list of the winners is
given below, but, before coming to
it, some comments on the competi-
tion itself are in order.

To  begin with, the number of
entries received in the contest was
disappointing. I do not have an
exact figure to quote, but I have no
hesitation in saying that it was
almost certainly the lowest entry
ever received for a Meccano compe-
tition. Indeed, some of the sub-
sections into which the competition
was divided did not attract a single
entrant, while, in others, there were
not sufficient models of prize-
winning standard to warrant the
presentation of all the allocated
prizes.

I did wonder if all this indicated a
decline in the popularity of Mec-
cano modelling, but Company sales
figures prove that this is most
definitely not the case. In fact
sales are increasing at a very healthy
rate! I then considered the possi-
bility of a general decline in the
competition spirit among modellers,
but the tremendous success of the
recent Pocket Meccano Competition
proves this idea to be untrue. I
have therefore been forced to the
conclusion that the course of the
trouble lay in the particular Contest
being somewhat different from past
Contests by calling for outfit models,
as opposed to “unlimited parts”
models. Past competitions have
generally laid no limits on the
quantity or variety of parts that
could be used, and this makes
things much easier for the model
designer.

It must be admitted that, at the

Opposite,  not a prize-winner,  but a
model  which was highly praised by  the
judges was  th is  Dumper  Truck,  designed
by B. Comley of  Northfield, B irming-
ham 31 and entered in  Sect ion A,  Sub-
section 7 of  the Competi t ion.  We hope
to  publish full building instructions for
the model in  a future M.M.

produced. Nor were these good
models exclusive to the larger
outfits. A number of very present-
able constructions from Sets 3 and 4
were entered and, although these
were obviously considerably less
detailed than the larger models, they
compared very favourably from a
quality and design point of view. A
number of prize-winning models are
shown in the accompanying illus-
trations.

Models from outfits 1 to 7 were
eligible for the competition, which
was split, as usual, into two major
Sections depending upon age—“A”
for competitors under 14 and “B”
for competitors aged 14 and over.
Each Section was in turn split into
seven Sub-sections, numbered from
1 to 7 and determined by the outfit
from which the model was built.
Three prizes were offered in each
Sub-section: cash for 1st place, a
Meccano Set for 2nd place and
Meccano Parts for 3rd place, with
Sub-sections 3, 4 and 5 receiving the
largest prizes. The winners were
as follows:

Opposite  page, built  with Meccano Set
No. 5, this  well-proportioned Dragster
netted 1st Prize in Section 1, Sub-
section 5 of  the Competition. It was
designed and built  by  Martin McCrorie
of  Hai lsham,  Sussex.  Far right,  Second
Prize in Sub-section 7 of  Section B was
won by  Mr. Colin Hoare of  Beacons-
field,  Quebec, Canada with this  Snow-
mobile which incorporates working
skid steering.
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For the picture on  the
right,  Mr. Hoarc’s
Snowmobile  (sec photo
below) has been broken
down into sections to
show i ts  s imple  yet
sturdy construction.

■

Far right, as  always,
originality of  subject
was  a factor ever in the
minds of  the judges.
The originality of  this
Dentist's Chair was
enough to  win  1st Prize
In Sub-section 5 of
Sect ion B for Mr.  Bob
Boundy of  Christ-
church, New Zealand.

Sub-section 6 :
1st - A. Saul, Handsworth Wood, Birmingham.
2nd - R. Hamlin, Basildon, Essex.
3rd - None.

Sub-section 7 :
1st - S.  Ashford, Cookham, Berks.
2nd - P. Garfield, Bournemouth, Hants.
3rd - N. Pluck, Christchurch 2, New Zealand.

Section B
Sub-section 1 :

1st - P. D. Hancock, Edinburgh.
2nd - J. E. Smith, Southall, Middlesex.
3rd - None.

Sub-section 2 :
No entrants

Sub-section 3 :
No  entrants

Sub-section 4:
1st - P. Owens, Seven Kings, Essex.
2nd - A. C. Dexter, Horley, Surrey.
3rd - None.

Sub-section 5 :
1st - R. Boundy, Christchurch, New Zealand.
2nd - J. R. Crocker, St. Ives, N.S.Wales, Australia.
3rd - H.  Kronberg, Odense, Denmark.

Sub-section 6 :
1st - J. G.  Burke, Cardiff, Glam.
2nd - C. Warrell, Eltham, London, S.E.9.
3rd - A. Bentley, Newcastle, Staffs.

Sub-section 7 :
1st - E. Amirault, Sask., Canada.
2nd - C. G .  D. Hoare, Beaconsfield, Canada.
3rd - J.  C. Palmer, Droitwich Spa, Worcs.
My sincere congratulations go to all the winners for

a job well done!

Section A
Sub-section 1 :

No entrants
Sub-section 2 :

No entrants
Sub-section 3 :

1st -Mis s  L. Robinson, Wilmslow, Cheshire,
2nd - S. L. Houghton, Kendal, Westmorland.
3rd - M. Park, Dorchester, Dorset.

Sub-section 4:
1st - A. Atkin, Rotherham, Yorks.
2nd - P. Mead, Bridgewater, Somerset.
3rd - M. Fairman, Trowbridge, Wiltshire.

Sub-section 5 :
1st - M. McCrorie, Hailsham, Sussex.
2nd - S. Cummings, Horsham, Sussex.
3rd - None.
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PABLO PICASSO
United Nations International School

UNITED NATIONS 8 ° edNuu'

EDUCATIONAL STAMPS BY J. A. MACKAY
TJ  DUCATION is one of the great themes in stamp
XL collecting. Every aspect of the subject, from
kindergarten to university, has been featured on stamps
and there seems to be no limit to the scope for new
stamps. The year 1970 was designated International
Education Year and many countries released stamps for
the occasion. Rather disappointingly the majority of
these stamps were satisfied with showing the United
Nations educational emblem and few of them took the
trouble to depict schools or aspects of education in
individual countries. It is particularly regrettable that
Britain let the occasion pass unnoticed, despite the fact
that 1970 was also the centenary of Foster’s Education
Act which established free and compulsory education
in England and Wales.

Britain made up for this, however, with an attractive
set of stamps last year featuring modern university
architecture. The stamps depicted Aberystwyth Uni-
versity College (3p), the University of Southampton (5p),
Leicester University (7jp) and the University of Essex
(9p), If you missed getting these at the time they were
issued you can still obtain them from the philatelic
counters in London and other major cities, or from the
Philatelic Bureau 2-4 Waterloo Place, Edinburgh EH1
1AB.

In November 1971 the United Nations issued three
stamps in honour of the International Schools in Geneva
and New York. These schools were set up for the
education of the sons and daughters of United Nations
personnel stationed at the headquarters in New York or
Geneva. Virtually every nationality in the world is
represented among the pupils, while the teachers are
drawn from varying backgrounds and nationalities in
order to eliminate language barriers and create a spirit of
camaraderie and fellowship among the children during
their formative years.

Two stamps, in denominations of 8 and 21 cents, are
inscribed in English and are on sale at the United
Nations post office in New York. The other stamp, in
French, is a 1.10 Swiss francs denomination and is sold

at the U.N. post office in Geneva. All three stamps
reproduce a portrait of Pablo Picasso of his daughter
Maia, painted in 1938. Considering the world-wide
reputation of this painter it is surprising that his work
has seldom appeared on stamps before. His Dove of
Peace has appeared on stamps of several Communist
countries, while his painting of Guernica, after it was
destroyed by bombing in the Spanish Civil War, has
appeared on a stamp in Czechoslovakia. The painting
of Guernica is now in the Museum of Modern Art in
New York. The portrait of Maia is still in Picasso’s
private collection. The painting was adapted for stamp
reproduction by the Danish artist, Ole Hamann and the
stamps printed by the Swiss firm of Courvoisier.

Israel has always set great store by education and has
now issued a set of four stamps to publicise the govern-
ment’s educational programme. Education is free and
compulsory up to grade 9 (approximately age 15) and
plans are in hand for extending this up to grade 12
(age 18). Israeli schools range from the kindergartens
and pre-school play-groups attached to the communities
known as kibbutzim, right up to university level. In
between there arc trade and agricultural schools, schools
for handicapped children, special facilities for immigrants
who have a language problem, junior and senior high
schools and teacher training colleges. Israel has the
highest literacy rate in Asia and still has the fastest
expanding education programme anywhere in that
continent.

The four stamps have symbolic designs. The 15
agorot stamp shows the letters of the Hebrew alphabet
and symbolises elementary school education. The
descriptive tab attached to stamps in the bottom row
of the sheet has a quotation from the Book of Proverbs :
‘The beginning of wisdom is this, get wisdom*. The
18a stamp features mathematical formulae symbolising
secondary education and the tab, also from Proverbs,
reads ‘Train up a child in the way he should go’. The
20a value depicts spanner, cog-wheel, plumb-line and

(Continued on page 145)
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AIR
NEWS

BY

JOHN W.  R. TAYLOR

Taiwan’s leader, President Chiang Kai-Shek, to mark
his 81st birthday five days later. Two more PL-1As
were completed in June 1969.

Extensive flight testing of these little aircraft con-
vinced the Chinese Air Force leaders that the PI.-l
would make a first-class basic trainer for their cadet
pilots, and they decided to build 35 more. Mr.
Pazmany had fitted a 95 h.p. Continental C90-12F
engine in his original prototype, but made the design
strong enough to permit both aerobatic flying and the
installation of more powerful engines. Thus, the
Chinese had fitted a 125 h.p. Lycoming O-290-D in the
PL-1A and now decided to use the still more powerful
Lycoming O-320-E2A, of 150 h.p., in production air-
craft, which are re-designated PL-  IB. Other changes
include slight widening of the cockpit and an increase in
rudder area. VHF  radio is installed as standard equip-
ment.

The Taiwan-built PL-1B spans 28 ft., is 19 ft. 8 in.
long, has a loaded weight of 1,440 lb., maximum speed
of 150 m.p.h. and range of 405 miles at 115 m.p.h.
Among those who learn to fly on it are high school and
college students in the 18 to 28 age range who belong to
the Chinese Youth Flying Club at Tainan. After
passing a rigorous medical examination, these young
men take a three-hour-a-week, five-month course of
classroom instruction and flying training for which they
pay only a nominal fee of £35. After logging 20 hours
of dual instruction in the air, the students are allowed to
fly solo; after 50 flying hours they can apply for a licence
to pilot single-engined light aircraft of all types.

Nor is the Pazmany PL-  IB the only aircraft to have
passed through the growing factory at Taichung. In
1969, the Chinese concluded a licence agreement with
Bell Helicopter Company of Fort Worth, Texas, under
which an initial batch of 50 Bell UH-1H twelve fifteen-
seat helicopters is being built there for the Chinese

Taiwan’s Trainers
The Chinese Nationalist Air Force, in Taiwan, is kept

well supplied with combat aircraft by America, but its
leaders have longed to set up an aircraft industry of their
own for many years. Their hopes are being fulfilled at
last.

As a first step, they looked around for a simple,
modern, easy-to-fly trainer that could be built by
relatively unskilled workers in an Aero-Industry
Development Centre (Al DC) established by the Air
Force at Taichung. They settled finally on the PL-1,
an all-metal side-by-side two-seater that had been
designed in America, by Ladislao Pazmany, for con-
struction at home by amateurs.

The prototype PL-1 had been flying since March 23,
1962. Its original test pilots included Richard Gordon,
better known as one of America’s Gemini Apollo
astronauts, and the total of more than 1,300 flying hours
logged by the prototype in eight years offered adequate
proof of the soundness of the design. So the Chinese
Air Force simply followed the lead of 375 other cus-
tomers by ordering a set of PL-1 drawings from Mr.
Pazmany.

Under the supervision of General K. F. Ku and
Colonel C. Y. Lee, personnel of the Air Force’s Aero-
nautical Research Laboratory built the first, slightly
modified PL-1A in a record 100 days. It flew for the
first time on October 26, 1968, and was presented to

Above ,  s tudent s  take  a fivc-month course in  a ircraf t  such as
the I 'a iwan-bui l t  Pazmany  PL-IB ,  six o f  which  arc seen
top  r ight .  K ight ,  the  prototype PL-IA bui l t  in  Taiwan was

presented to  General  Chiang  Kai-shek.
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Left, the first UH-IH assembled at  Taichung,  Taiwan.

Putting the Chop in Chopper
Although helicopters have been known as “choppers’*

for many years, it is only recently that they have begun
to carry such heavy armament that the nickname has
taken on a new meaning. Most formidable of all is
Lockheed’s AH-56A Cheyenne, which can carry the
wide range of weapons shown in the illustration on this
page.

Nearest the camera is a Vee-shape row of 2.75-in.
rockets, followed by six TOW anti-tank missiles, seven
rows of 40-mm. grenades, and hundreds of 30-mm.
cannon shells. Pods for the rockets are hung on the
outboard racks beneath the aircraft’s stub-wings, and
the TOW missile launchers are on the inboard weapon
stations. The belly turret, armed with a 30-mm. auto-
matic cannon, has a 360-degrec field of fire, and the
grenade launcher is in the nose. Just in front of the
aircraft are two jettisonable fuel tanks that can be

Army. The first four UH-lHs,  delivered in mid-1971,
underwent only final assembly and painting by AIDC
personnel. Phase 2 of the programme involves
assembly at Taichung of certain major structures, such
as the cabin and tail-boom. Phase 3 will include local
manufacture of a number of detail parts.

This easy and economical method of starring an air-
craft industry seems to have inspired other nations.
Already the South Vietnamese are reported to have
acquired a licence to build the Pazmany PL-1.

Spud Spies in the Sky
If you have a potato patch in your back garden,

beware of letting it get too large! Question time in the
House of Commons revealed a few weeks ago that the
Potato Marketing Board uses a light aircraft to track
down people who are evading the Board’s marketing
scheme by growing more “spuds” than they should.
The Parliamentary Secretary to the Ministry of Agricul-
ture, Fisheries and Food commented that he could see no
difference between such aerial reconnaissance and the
use of private detectives against pilferers in stores.

Ina  world that is short of food and cannot afford air-
craft for essential military duties, one might be excused
for thinking that the Department of Trade and Industry
is not the only government department that appears to
be DOTI. carried on long-distance ferrying and combat missions.

The Cheyenne is fast as well as formidable. Last
Autumn it clocked 266 m.p.h. during a test flight, which
is more than 45 m.p.h. faster than the official world
helicopter speed record. At the moment, Lockheed
have no production order for the helicopter, but several
Cheyennes have been taking part in an important US
Army research and development programme.

Heathrow Arms Haul
While on the subject of armament, it is interesting to

note that anti-hijacking security measures at Heathrow
have yielded a fine collection of lethal weapons, removed
from prospective airline passengers. One recent collec-
tion from travellers, most of whom had no illegal inten-
tions, included 32 tear gas dispensers, mostly carried by
ladies for personal protection, 12 imitation guns, ten
flick knives, ten knuckledusters, an imitation Mills
bomb and eight assorted chains.

German “Jump-Jet” Flies
The VAK 191B single-seat V/STOL strike and

reconnaissance aircraft began its flight test programme
on September 10 last year, after extensive ground and
tethered flight testing. The accompanying photograph
shows it airborne shortly after the first take-off at

Left, the Cheyenne and the formidable array of  armament
it can carry.  Above, first flight, of  the V.STOL VAK 191 H
prototype in September.
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No  doubt about the  vertical  flight capability o f  the  VAK 191 B,
seen in the right-hand column. Below, is the X-113, seen
here at  Lake Constance,  an  aircraft  ?

: . U+frltl

Bremen Airport, Germany, at 6.12 p.m. A safe vertical
landing was made after a three-minute jet-borne flight at
an altitude of about 100 ft. The pilot was Ludwig
Obcrmeier.

VFW-Fokker designed the VAK 19 IB originally to
meet a Luftwaffe requirement for a subsonic aircraft to
replace the Fiat G91. In the mid-sixties, the project
was so promising that the German and Italian Govern-
ments decided to develop the aircraft in partnership, as
a second-generation follow-on to the British Harrier.
Rolls-Royce was brought in as supplier of the two
RB.162-81 lift-jet engines, mounted vertically in the
fuselage, aft of the cockpit and wing respectively. With
MTU  of Germany, Rolls-Royce was also made respon-
sible for the 10,150 lb. thrust RB.193-12 turbofan to be
used for forward propulsion.

As in the Harrier, the main turbofan is of the vectored-
thrust type, with rotating nozzles which enable it to

Nobody could decide whether or not they were aero-
planes, or boats, or what; but they clearly spent most of
their operational life airborne.

Eventually it was agreed that they should not be
classed as aircraft, which seemed to settle the matter; but
the arguments are certain to begin again following the
unveiling of rhe X-113 Am Aerofoil Boat built by Rhein-
Flugzeugbau of Monchengladbach, West Germany.
The X-113 has a shape more reminiscent of an aeroplane
than a boat. It is powered by a 40 h.p. Nelson H63-CP
four-cylinder, two-stroke aero-engine, driving a tractor
propeller. Its constructors are primarily aircraft manu-
facturers, and its designer is the great Dr. A. M.
Lippisch, the pioneer of delta-wing aircraft configura-
tions and designer of the wartime Messerschmitt Me  163
rocket-fighter.

Even with such a parentage, the photographs on this
page might not suggest anything more than a “surface
skimmer”; but other pictures have appeared in the
German press showing the X-113 banking steeply at a
considerable height above the waters of Lake Constance,
where tests have been under way since October 1970.
So the dividing line between “skimmers” and aircraft is
becoming very thin.

The present X-l  13 is a single-seater, built of a special
glass-fibre sandwich with a core of tubular or foam
plastic. I t  spans 19 ft. 3 |  in., is 27 ft. 8 in. long, and
has a maximum take-off weight of 760 lb. Reports of
much larger craft of the same type, already under
development in Russia, suggest that the X-113 may be
the first of an entirely new species of aircraft that could
revolutionise cross-Channel ferry services and perform
a variety of important military duties.

supplement the lift-jets during vertical and hovering
flight. The RB.162s themselves develop a total of
11,155 lb. of thrust; loaded weight of the aircraft is
16,535 to 19,840 lb. according to equipment or weapons
carried. I t  is 53 ft. 7 in. long but spans a mere 20 ft.
24 in.

The Italian Government withdrew from the VAK
191B programme in 1968, but Fiat of Italy continues to
share manufacture of the aircraft with VFW-Fokker.
Present plans envisage the completion of only three
prototypes, which will be used to flight test systems and
equipment intended for the Anglo German Italian
Panavia Multi-Role Combat Aircraft (MRCA).

When is  a Plane . . . ?
When the first Hovercraft, or air-cushion vehicles,

were built, they were given aircraft registrations.
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ALE force winds ripping up the Bristol Channel
v j  buffet the coast of South Wales; angry seas swirl
round the rocky base of Lundy Island. At the two
light-houses, Lundy North and Lundy South, the
Trinity House keepers listen anxiously to the radio
weather forecast, for today is Relief Day, and one watch
is due to go home.

Outside, waves crash against the landings, bearing
out the forecaster’s warning of Force 8 winds. It  is
obvious that the weather is quite unsuitable for the
tender to work; her boats would be smashed to match-
wood on the rocks and no one could board or land
without sustaining serious injuries.

Oddly enough, the homeward-bounders pay no
attention to the wind reports, but smile when “moderate
to good visibility except in rain squalls” is forecast.
One keeper looks out of the window, and cheerfully
estimates the height of the cloud base as 800 feet.
Going to his store cupboard, he takes out the last
packet of tea and whistles happily on his way to the
galley for his last ‘brew-up’ on Lundy for a month.

The wind whistles and the waves crash outside. Old
keepers tell the youngsters that when they were young,
they had been marooned on the lighthouse for weeks on
end, until the weather moderated sufficiently for the
relief to be made by sea. Although cannibalism wasn’t
actually mentioned, dark hints were dropped about the
fate of plump young Assistant Keepers when the store
cupboards were finally emptied with the wind still
howling in from the Atlantic and no relief tender in
sight.

The Assistant Keeper going to leave picks up his cup
of tea, checks that his kit is stowed nearby near the door,
and switches on the radio-telephone. He listens
intently for the message he knows will come very
shortly.

“Lundy North, Lundy North—this is helicopter
Charlie Bravo. Do you read me? Over!”

The keeper give a thumbs-up sign to his mates, and
picks up the transmitter hand-set.

“Helicopter Charlie Bravo; this is Lundy North. I
read you loud and clear. Over!”

“Lundy North, this is Charlie Bravo. You are loud
and clear also. We shall be taking off from Swansea
Airport in about twenty minutes bound for your station.
What is your weather, please? Over!”

The lighthouseman gives the helicopter pilot the
information he requires, and then settles down to wait as
patiently as he can. Patience is a virtue soon learned in
the light-house service.

On windswept Swansea Airport, the helicopter pilot
watches the refuelling of his aircraft. Lighthouse
keepers beginning their turn of duty on the Lundy
lights load the plastic dustbins containing their stores
into the cabin of Charlie Bravo. Once a month,
Trinity House, the world’s leading lighthouse and
pilotage authority, charter a Westland ‘Wessex* heli-
copter to relieve some of the Welsh island lighthouses.
Two days ago, Charlie Bravo flew across Britain from
her home heliport of Great Yarmouth to Holyhead,
and relieved the Skerries and Bardsey Island. Yester-
day, South Bishop Light, Skokholm and the Smalls
were served from a pad on St. Ann’s Head at the
entrance to Milford Haven. Today sees the last of the
reliefs; the Lundies, Flatholm and then back to Great
Yarmouth in time for supper.

FOR THIS RELIEF
MUCH THANKS

By
W.  L. D.  Bayley

Above left, recovering the crewman at Lundy North after
sl ipping the net.  A Force 9 gale was blowing at the t ime .

Left, Charl ie  Bravo takes the weight on  Lundy. One of  the
buoyancy floats can be  seen on  the port landing wheel.
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Pushing Charlie Bravo to  the refuel l ing point at Swansea
Airport before the day’s work begins.

Approaching Lundy South .  The landing pad for cargo  and
winchces i s  on  the little hi l l  to  the right o f  the l ighthouse .

The Keepers going out to the light-houses are
responsible for packing and loading the dustbins,
weighing them and reporting their weight to the
helicopter crew. Once the muster has taken place, it is
no use remembering that all your eggs for a couple of
months are on the kitchen table at home! Each
dustbin is clearly marked with the symbol of the light-
house for which it is intended . * . dustbins must not be
allowed to get out at the wrong station!

Once he is satisfied that the total weight of stores and
passengers is well within the safety limits laid down for
his aircraft, the pilot gives a very short briefing. Every-
one is told exactly what he  intends to do, and great
stress is laid on the fact that this is a routine operation,
with safety as the prime factor. As the Winchman
muttered, “We want to die old, not bold!”

The ‘Wessex’ is an ideal helicopter for marine work
such as this. Her two gas turbine engines give an
impressive safety reserve, for each engine singly is
powerful enough to keep the helicopter in flight and
under full control. Buoyancy floats arc attached to the
landing wheels, and there is a large, inflatable buoyancy
bag in the tail- In the unikely event of a ‘ditching’,
Charlie Bravo would float on an even keel, and float for
quite a long time, too. In the cabin is an inflatable
dinghy and, of course, individual life jackets for the
passengers. The crew of three—pilot, winchman-
engineer and crewman—all wear Mae West lifejackets
with lights and radio-beacons. Crash helmets—“bone
domes” to the crew—arc worn by passengers and crew
when winching and, as in all aircraft, “Fasten Seat Belts
and No Smoking” notices are illuminated during take off
and landing.

Swansea Tower gives permission for Charlie Bravo to
lift off. Once over the foam-streaked waters of the
Bristol Channel, the pilot sets course for Lundy, using
a Decca Flight Recorder to guide him. Down below
the passengers can see the lightships, bucking at their
anchors in the rough seas. Soon, they too will be fitted
with helicopter platforms, but there is no relief for them
today. The tender is weatherbound, sheltering and
waiting for the winds and seas to moderate. I t  looks
like being a long wait.

Lundy is in sight ahead, and contact is again made by
radio-telephone. The Keepers have all done this drill

before, and everything moves with seamanlike precision.
Lundy North is the first to be relieved.

On a bare plateau above the lighthouse a ragged
windsock streams in the wind. A small circle is marked
out with whitewashed stones, and, standing at the open
door, the winchman talks the pilot down over this
circle, using the intercom. As soon as the helicopter
touches down, the keepers who have struggled up the
narrow path from the lighthouse help their joining
colleague to transfer all the Lundy North stores into a
big cargo net spread out on the ground by the helicopter.
When this has been done, the relieved Keeper climbs
into the cabin, the crewman shackles the net to the
strops under the helicopter and signals to the pilot to lift
off. When the helicopter is airborne and he is satisfied

3R/S  TO UV

I
■V F

i .Ly

Transferring the Lundy North pear into  the cargo net.  The
code marking on  the plastic dustbins can be seen clearly.
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Above,  “up and away’*. Charlie Bravo carries  Lundy North’s
stores in  the underslung net.
Left, keepers loading up  their stores.  The hydraulic  winch
is above the cabin door and the undcrslung net gear can be
seen behind the cabin  step.

Here, the wind rushes over a vertical cliff face,
creating an air turbulence that requires all the pilot’s
skill to counter. A small circle is marked out quite
close to the lighthouse, into which stores and keepers
arc all winched down in turn while the pilot maintains a
hover height of around ten feet. All goes with the
precision of a well-learned drill, the crewman being
winched down first and recovered last of all. The
relief is made, and twenty-five minutes after leaving
their lighthouses, the keepers are back home in Swansea.

They were all most enthusiastic about the helicopter.
For one thing, they could guarantee being relieved on
the proper day, just so long as the visibility was more
than half a mile and the cloud base above 300 feet.
Sea, swell and wind no longer exercised their ancient
power over the rock-1ightmen. The other great ad-
vantage lay in the speed with which they were ferried
from mainland to light and back again. In the old days,
relief by the tender meant a protracted cruise round all
the other lighthouses and lightships on the vessel’s duty
round. Now, instead of days, the trip takes minutes.

Of course, the tender is still needed to carry t! c bulky
stores; water, coal and oil. But, with less work to do,
the Master can pick his time to operate, knowing that
a delay of a day or two—or even a week or two—will not
bring hazard and hardship to the guardians of world
shipping, perched on their lonely rocks, tending the
guiding lights.

“Charlie Bravo, this is Lundy South. Thank you
very much for the relief. See you again next month.
Lundy' South signing off!”

that the net is safe, the crewman is winched back into the
cabin.

The winch is right over the cabin door. Hydraulic-
ally operated by the winchman, it can lift a load of 600
pounds and its reel holds between 60 and 100 feet of
wire. Winching distances are usually much less than
this, however. The crewman, always first down and
last up, wears a *bone dome*, Mac West and a special
overall with built in harness for connecting to the hook.
Lesser mortals make do with a canvas strop slipped
under the arm-pits.

Charlie Bravo hovers over the tiny cargo landing pad
adjacent to the lighthouse, taking care to keep above the
level of the lantern top. The winchman stands at the
open cabin door, safety-belted to the inside of the air-
craft. The crewman sits on the cabin step, hooked on
to the wire. The pilot cannot see what is going on
behind him, so the winchman keeps up a constant patter
of information on the intercom, relating the height and
position of the wheels to the small circle marked out
below. The pilot is talked down until the cargo net
rests in the circle; then the crewman is winched down
on the wire until he can unshackle the load. Once this
is done, he is hauled up again and the helicopter speeds
away to the other end of the island, to Lundy South.
Continued from opposite page
Mountain, one of the major problems is the loss caused
by eagles at lambing time. Not only will they frequently
kill a ewe that is down by tearing a hole in her side, but
some eagles take to killing lambs. If those particular
birds are not destroyed, they will keep on killing until
the lambs are quite big, and the losses can be very
serious. I have at times seen an eagle strike a lamb and
then continue on to attack others, apparently for sport.”

The Governments of both Western Australia and
Queensland have both been concerned with the destruc-
tion wrought by the Wedge-tailed Eagles. In 1961-62
Queensland authorities paid out bounties on 11,563
Wedge-tailed Eagles, and in 1964 Western Australia
paid out 1,817 bounties.

Bounty hunters have found the eagle’s main weakness
is his liking for dead meat. A kangaroo carcase can be
stuffed full of strychnine and still Wedge-tailed Eagles
are unable to resist the temptation to gorge themselves
to the limit. A record kill of thirteen eagles from just
one poisoned carcase has been reported.

In early settlement days the Wedge-tailed Eagles
were called “Bold Vultures” and “Mountain Eagles”.

John Gould, the ornithologist of last century, summed
up the giant eagle of Australia in a way which most
Australians would still agree with . . . “All that has been
told of the courage, strength and rapacity of the Golden
Eagle, applies in equal measure to the Wedge-tailed
Eagle.”
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The
Eagle of

Australia
By Frank Madigan

'T 'HE Wedge-tailed Eagle, or Eaglehawk, is the largest1 bird of prey in Australia, having a wing-span
sometimes reputed to be eleven feet, though the largest
museum record is that of a Tasmanian bird with a
wing span of nine feet four inches.

However, the average wing span is considered to be
seven feet six inches. The Wedge-tailed Eagle ranks as
the fourth largest in the eagle world, two sea-eagles and
the monkey-eating eagle of the Philippines being even
larger.

Young Wedge-tailed Eagles have rich brown plumage,
but these feathers darken as the bird grows older to
dark brown almost bordering on to black. There are
some ginger-coloured feathers to be found on the back
of the neck. The shape of the tail is that of a perfect
wedge, which makes it a simple task to identify the bird
as it flies overhead. A mature bird measures between
35 and 42 inches in length and weighs from 8 to 12
pounds, and its main food is rabbits and carrion.

The eyrie is usually found high up in a tree, and is
made of sticks and lined with gum leaves. Sometimes
the Wedge-tailed Eagle uses the same nest year after
year, when the nest becomes about six to eight feet in
depth and around the girth. Odd blotches and smears
of brown mark the two dirty-white eggs the hen lays.

When the young eagle is about forty days old he
begins to fly. One naturalist believes that they are
taught by their parents, but the generally accepted
feeling is that they fly instinctively. Even young birds
which have been kept in laboratory tubes before they
began to fly have been proved to be as capable as others.

From observations carried out by the naturalist David
Fleay on his famous ‘Horatia’, the Wedge-tailed Eagle
he trained as a rabbit-hunter, film star, photographic
model and foster-mother, it was proved that ‘meat* is an
essential part of the diet for young eagles. David Fleay
reported thus:

“Perhaps the most interesting observation made at
this time was the foster-mother’s method of feeding
slivers of rabbit flesh to the fledglings, while simul-
taneously her saliva dripped over the morsels and into
the eaglets’ beaks. In this way we learned that for the
early weeks of their lives young Wedge-tails are aided
by the parent in the vital matter of breaking down meat
protein.”

The naturalist Graham Pissey, observing the feeding
of eaglets in an eyrie in their wild state, graphically
describes in his book, “A Time To  Look”, what happens
next . . . “The actions of the old eagles after this
feeding were always the same. Having seen the young

so stuffed with food that they were limp and helpless,
they would start to  feed themselves, and having cleaned
up the remaining meat around the rabbit’s forelegs and
saddle, would seize one of the hind legs with their
beaks and tear it out by the roots with one twisting
wrench of the head. They would swallow it whole,
choking over it, their throats distended, their great
talons clamped across the limp paunch.”

It  is their uncanny skill in finding ways of securing
that valuable meat protein that makes the Wedge-tailed
Eagle such a menace to graziers. For undoubtedly they
use their brains, with all the wisdom of the wild, to hunt
down the irquarry. One only has to watch a pair of
Wedge-tails in action, as they attack and kill a kangaroo.
They work in unison, one each side of the hapless
kangaroo. Alternately they swoop from each side, in
turn attacking the animal until he is no longer able to
stand. Before he has time to try to rise from the
ground they both swoop in for the kill. The creature’s
jugular vein is often severed, and his side badly injured.

The cunning Wedge-tails use a scientific method for
the killing of the young joey. Two birds attract the
attention of the doe, and then separate her young from
her. Then one of the birds encourages the baby ’roo to
brush its face with its pinions, and just at that precise
moment the other Eagle rests for a fraction of a second
on the joey’s shoulders. But that is long enough for it
to sink its talons into the animal, thus pricking the
spinal cord, and paralysing the baby *roo’ Then it is
at their mercy.

The Eagle’s quick wit in solving a hunting problem
was reported by Jack Hyett in his book, “A Bushman’s
Year” . . . “ I  saw a pair of Wedge-tails hunting a hare.
The hare cleverly ran close behind a wire fence until the
eagles could not pounce for fear of damage to their
wings. Finally, one flew ahead and perched on a fence
post. As the hare approached it spread its wings
threateningly. The hare broke away from the fence,
the eagle which had followed it dived, and the heart-
stopping scream of a dying hare pierced the silence of
the plains.”

With great shrewdness eagles have been known to
chase animals towards the edge of a cliff-face, then to
swoop down and attack them, until the creatures roll
over the cliff and arc killed in their fall. Then the
birds of prey enjoy a feast.

Naturally, such a cunning killer has found that
slaughtering lambs was simply child’s play, as the
following report shows, from a farmer in East Gippsland,
Victoria . . . /On a property such as ours at Black

(Continued on opposite page)
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PHOTOGRAPHY IS
EASY No. 5

THE
WORLD IN
CLOSE UP

BY

PETER WILKES
FXF.CtTHJN OA> AT TYBURN TWEE
f « ln£mf j* * *J 1 JffI

For the man who owns a reflex camera—one where
the actual scene in front of the lens is transmitted by a
mirror to the viewfinder—with facilities for interchange-
able lenses, the work is easy.

Manufacturers have designed, for these types of
camera, both EXTENSION TUBES and BELLOWS
EXTENSIONS.

The first named, extension tubes, are screwed into the
camera between the lens and the body. The tubes
usually come in sets of three which permit the use of the
camera, where all are used in combination, at distances
as close as two inches from the subject.

BELLOWS UNITS  are, in effect, a flexible extension
tube enabling the focusing to be done by adjusting the
movement of the lens until the required size is obtained.

However, close up photography is not restricted only
to those who use a camera with interchangeable lenses.
For the vast number of us restricted to a camera with
fixed lenses, this work is done by the use of CLOSE UP
LENSES.

These are pieces of optically ground glass that fit into
a holder and screw or push on to the end of the camera
lens.

These CLOSE UP  LENSES, or SUPPLEMENT-
ARY LENSES, as they are sometimes called, have a
number of advantages even over the means described
for reflex cameras. They can be used on any type or
size of camera, they are simple to work with, they are
small, light and portable, and, possibly one of their most
important advantages, they are relatively inexpensive.

Supplementary lenses arc available in strengths
indicated in DIOPTERS,----Fl  diopter, +2  diopter,
-1-3 diopter, etc., and are accomplished by a table
giving the actual distance that the camera has to be
from the subject for any distance the focusing scale of
the camera is set to.

Supplementary lenses can be used either singly or in
combination and, by this means, can cover areas from
30 square inches down to 3 square inches.

Heading,  even a simple camera,  with a close up  lens, and
using the frame, can be  used for copying o ld  photographs
etc.,  providing that diffused daylight is used, or  the subject
to  be copied is  i l luminated by one l amp either s ide  of  it.

Left, a straightforward photograph of  a plastic model  show-
ing result o f  using frame described in  text and close up  lens
on  a s imple  camera.

QOONER or later most camera owners come up
O against the problem of trying to take a picture
closer than the focusing distance of that camera will
allow.

It  may well be that the satisfaction of perfection in
model building drives the proud creator for his camera,
or the beauty of a spider’s web in close up, or the wish
to record with lasting permanence the fragile grace of
a tenderly reared bloom in the garden. Whatever the
reason, in many cases, when the camera is used in
close up, the results disappoint and the sadly dis-
illusioned owner considers that photography in close up
is just for the professional.

Nothing could be further from the truth. Close up
photography presents no real difficulties; what it does do
is to open up an entirely new world to the man who
appreciates beauty in texture and form.

I t  is obvious that if a camera which has a minimum
focusing distance of 3 ft. is used only six inches from
the subject then the result will be an out-of-focus
blurred image.

What is required is an accessory that will permit the
camera user to approach nearer than the normal focusing
distance of the camera. Such accessories come in three
forms.
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Showing the frame described in  the text in  use on  a s imple
camera.

The distances at which subjects can be photographed
again depends on the strength of the close up lens in
use and varies from 1 ft. 6 in. with a + 1 diopter lens to
under 4 in. with a 4-10 diopter.

Naturally at such close distances the depth of field is
slight but, in this type of photography, the subject
before the camera will be confined to one limited plane
so that, if the supplementary lenses are used as per the
tables, the whole subject will be sharp.

A problem that does cause concern to those trying
close up work with a camera other than a reflex type is
actually knowing the picture area covered by the lens as,
in close up work, the viewfinder cannot show the area
of the picture that will appear on the film. This can
be overcome by making your own framefinders for the
distances you find you use most.

The easiest way of making such a frame is from that
most common of household objects, the metal clothes
hanger.

The camera should be positioned on a tripod with the
supplementary lens in place. Open the back of the
camera and put a piece of ground glass or tracing paper
across the film plane. Open the camera shutter by
using the time exposure setting.

If you look through the paper or ground glass at the
back of the camera, you will see the view that would be
recorded on the film if you were in fact making an
exposure.

If a piece of paper is pinned to the wall it is a simple
matter, once the camera has been positioned at die
working distance with the supplementary lens in place,
to mark out the “field of view” of the lens.

With this “field of view” drawn on the paper in the
form of an oblong, all that is required is for the coat
hanger to be opened out, shaped with pliers so that it
covers the marked outline and then fixed to the tripod
bush in the bottom of the camera by means of a screw
available from any camera dealer.

In use the framefindcr is simplicity itself and makes
close up work as easy as any other branch of photo-
graphy. The frame is screwed into the tripod bush in
the bottom of the camera, the supplementary lens fitted
on to the front of the camera lens, the focus set in the
position it was when the test was made to find the
coverage of the supplementary lens, and the frame then
held over the subject to be photographed.

One type of camera that presents a slightly different
problem in close up photography is the twin lens reflex.
This popular type of camera has a viewing lens showing
the picture to be taken, over the taking lens.

It  is obvious here that if the close up lens is first put
on the viewing lens to focus on the subject and then
transferred to the taking lens, the camera position has
to be changed to allow for the difference in position
between the two lenses.

Here supplementary lenses are first fitted into the
viewing lens, the picture composed and focused, the
lens transferred to the taking lens, and the camera lifted

by using the movable centre column of the tripod a
distance equal to that between the centres of the two
lenses.

Close up work is, without doubt, one of the most
fascinating branches of photography that can be tackled
with ease with even die simplest of cameras, if the steps
as outlined are followed.

In the case of this type of photography with an inter-
change lens reflex, exposure does present a problem
because of the fact that the lens, when extension tubes
or a bellows unit is fitted, is itself extended. However,
this is another case where the makers of the units
purchased come to the aid of the user and supply tables
giving details of the exposure differences to be given at
the varying positions of the units.

Close up photography offers one great advantage to
those who wish to try it for the first time. No expensive
equipment is necessary for the first exploratory steps
into this fascinating new world. Even the owner of an
interchangeable lens reflex who has at his disposal the
useful extension tubes and focusing bellows can, in the
first instance, start with die inexpensive supplementary
lens fitted over the camera lens and only when he has
explored its potential, graduate to the more expensive
equipment made for his camera.

STAMPS—continued from page 136
other symbols of vocational training and the tab, quoting
from the Book of Aboth, reads ‘But all study of the Law
without labour comes to naught at the last’. The 40a
stamp is inscribed in Hebrew and English with the
names of University degrees symbolising academic
learning, and the tab has a quotation from the Book of
Joshua: ‘But you shall meditate on it, day and night?

Symbols and formulae are also featured on two
stamps issued by New Zealand last November in

honour of Lord Rutherford, father of nuclear physics,
who was born at Spring Grove, Nelson Province in 1871.
The 1 cent stamp shows the track of alpha particles
passing near an atomic nucleus, while the 7c stamp gives
the formula indicating a nucleus of a nitrogen atom of
mass 14 when struck by a helium nucleus of mass 4 (an
alpha particle) is changed into an oxygen nucleus of
mass 17 and a hydrogen nucleus of mass 1 (a proton) is
emitted. Lord Rutherford’s portrait, by Sir Oswald
Birley, appears on both stamps.
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MECCANO
PARTS AND
HOW TO USE
THEM—PART 3

GIRDERS BY B.  N .  LOVE

Strength is a prime consideration
for any structural engineer, but so is
lightness and economy. Frank
Hornby was fully aware of these
principles and since he started off
with tinplate, design of his basic
parts was critical if they were to
prove durable. Fortunately the
simple process of putting a right-
angled bend into a strip of metal
alters its characteristics to suit the
engineer admirably. Take any strip
of notepaper, for instance, which
is quite unrigid and floppy and then
put a fold down the centre of its
length. The strip is still flexible
but not so floppy as before. Now
open out the fold to a Vee shape and
you have instant rigidity along the
length of the strip. You have, in
fact, formed an elementary girder!
It really is as simple as that.

Angle Girders came into the
system very early on in its history
when the name “Meccano” was
rapidly being established as an
international household word and
its design, being so fundamentally
simple and satisfactory, has hardly
been altered since. This is certainly
true of the Angle Girder which forms

were listed as a part number in 5 |  in.
length only but were not even
included in the top set of the day,
Outfit No. 6. Consequently, they
seldom featured in the manuals of
instructions but they did appear in
the first advanced model of the
famous Meccano Loom, (beyond the
scope of the No. 6 Outfit) in 1919,
if not earlier. Since that time they
steadily became a popular choice for
the model-builder as their versatility
was disclosed and exploited. The
basic dimensions of the Flat Girder
are shown in Fig. 1.

Elongated slots are the key to
the versatility of the Flat Girder
although ‘centre line* dimensions of
the holes still conform to the half-
inch standard. Fig. la shows the
‘spread’ available when a pair of
Flat Girders are lapped over each
other and this can be extended by
lapping slot to slot. Since Flat
Girders are available in ten sizes
from 12 |  in. downwards, the
Meccano constructor has a whole
range of adaptable plates at his
disposal.

The chassis members of Fig. 2
show one aspect of the Flat Girder

the rigid framework of so many
Meccano models. Most readers are
familiar with its properties but the
manufacture of the Angle Girder
is a story of its own. Strip steel,
1 jV in* wide and A in. thick, is
passed into a piercing press from
which it emerges in a continuous
length punched with the familiar
pattern of holes shown in Fig. 1. A
second machine ‘crops’ the continu-
ous lengths into standards as
required for the full range of Angle
Girders and a further machine puts
the right-angled fold into the
finished parts before the cleaning
and plating process.

In its unfolded form, the Angle
Girder is known as the Flat Girder
(which is really a contradiction in
terms.) It should be more properly
named the “Wide Perforated Strip”
as it possesses no rigid properties of
its own. However, when it is com-
bined with the standard Angle
Girders as shown in Fig. 2, it
provides a strong web for the com-
pound channel girder thus formed.
Flat Girders came on to the Meccano
scene as a standard part at about the
time of the First World War. They

J* ■ ‘ .
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The versatil ity  of  Flat Girders is demonstrated especially
well  in Figs. 4 and  5 ;  both use the elongated slots to
maximum advantage.

■•’"V

in its use as a web joining standard
Angle Girders to form channel
girders, but Fig. 3 shows that the
Flat Girder can also act as a frame-
work with simple bracings of short
Double Angle Strips. Its latitude
of adjustment allows an unorthodox
meshing of a small helical Gear
with a Contratc Wheel in a power-
driven crane bogey, short Flat
Girders mounted vertically forming
the off-set bearings required.

Fig. 5 shows a further example of
the Flat Girder’s adaptability. In
this case a pair of Flat Girders act as
the side frames for the lower portion
of a light trolley hoist in which
the winding drum gear is a 1 in.
Gear Wheel. This will not mesh
with the J in. 19-teeth Pinion
shown at standard spacing, but
when the Pinion is off-set in the
upper row of holes in the Flat
Girder, } in. inwards from the end,
the 1 in. Gear Wheel may be lifted
into mesh by securing its shaft in
the round holes of a pair of Fish-
plates mounted at each side of the
trolley frame. The resulting drive
is a very satisfactory and rugged one,
nicely scaled. Bracing of the Flat
Plates is done by a 2} X 1}  in.
Flanged Plate which forms an
admirable base (adjustable in height
by virtue of the slotted holes in the
Flat Girders) for the electric motor
and its Worm drive to the central
19-teeth Pinion shown.

Quite compact forms of travelling
bogies can be made from Flat
Girders, as illustrated in Fig. 4
where the principle of double-layer
Strips for axle bearings, mentioned
in Part 2, is clearly shown. This
time a Channel Bearing, Part No.
160, provides full rigidity for the
bogey and additional grip for the
Bolts is provided by Washers as

shipyaid cranes, etc.
Finally we can see the result of

combining those elements of the
Meccano system form to the rigid
tower structure of a recent model
Giant Block-setting Crane as shown
in Fig. 6. The upper portion of
the tower is surrounded by massive
deep webbed girders formed from
12} in. Strip Plates and Angle
Girders. Sturdy ‘legs’ run to the
base of the model where Braced
Girders form double webs for
compound girders, but utilise the
lightweight technique. Channel
girders appear again as the combin-
ation of Flat and Angle Girders
forming rugged tower bracings and
bottom rails. Note, also, the use of
Washers wherever slotted holes are
encountered to ensure a good grip
for Nuts & Bolts.

mentioned in Part 1 of this series.
If a fully compensating bogey is
required, one pair of the driven
flange wheels shown should be
capable of independent movement to
accommodate irregularities in rail
surfaces or heights. In this case
the Flat Girders should be turned
with the slotted holes at the bottom
and the forward axle should be
stabilised by a pair of Fishplates as
was done in Fig. 5. The rear
axle should then be located in a
central swivel bearing to allow the
axle to ‘ride’ in the slots of the Flat
Girder. Note, once again, the
happy complement of Flat and
standard Girders, this time the
Angle Girders forming substantial
rails for the bogey. Long Angle
Girders, sandwiching the heavier-
gauge Perforated Strips (7} in. and
upwards in overlapping staggered
sections) provide a really strong
flat-topped rail suitable for the
heaviest of model drag-lines or
excavators.

The standard Angle Girder of
course, has a hallowed place in the
outfit (if not the heart!) of the
Meccano enthusiast. He is some-
what prone to classify his Meccano
status by the number of Angle
Girders he has; the longer and more
numerous the better, rather like the
chieftain who bases his status on the
number of goats he possesses!
There is no doubt about it though,
the Angle Girder is the ‘corner post’
(in more senses than one) of the
Meccano system, although no lad
must ever be discouraged by not
having them in his outfit. Thous-
ands of excellent and advanced
models have been made which do
not use a solitary Angle Girder.
However, they certainly look an
impressive sight on the old familiar
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WHEN RADIO TOOK OVER
THE DINING TABLE

BY E. VANNER

XTOWADAYS we do our listening-in on portable
IN  transistor sets which, as you know, contain their
own aerial, batteries, and loudspeaker. They reproduce
speech and music surprisingly well at the touch of a
switch, and require no outside aids to do so.

Things were not always so easy. Have you ever
wondered what pre-transistor radio was like, or what
sort of equipment was necessary in the early days of
radio, something like 50 years ago, when broadcasting
was in its infancy ?

The scene was vastly different then. Listening-in
was a quite complicated performance, requiring not only
a set but several accessories in addition, plus a good
deal of operational skill and patience.

An outdoor aerial was essential. I t  was a 100 ft
length of wire slung between two chimney stacks, or from
one stack to a high pole at the bottom of the garden. A
down lead from this wire entered the house through a
hole in a window frame. In older houses you may still
see the hole, or at least where it had been filled in.

Within a few years of the start of broadcasting in 1922,
every house had its aerial. Streets were festooned with
hanging wire, looking rather like high altitude clothes
lines.

The aerial was only half of the outdoor fixturing.
An earth connection was needed too. This wire was
often taken out of the house through the same window
frame and clipped to a poker like metal rod driven into
the earth. If no garden was available, the earth wire
could be fixed to the nearest water pipe. Those were
pre-plastic days, remember, when pipes were always of
metal.

Both aerial and earth were indispensable to good
reception. That no such cumbersome arrangement
is needed for modern transistor sets is a tribute to the
advances made in radio technology.

Simplest of the early receivers was the little crystal set,
consisting of nothing more than a coil or two of wire and a
small metal cup holding the crystal. This was usually
a piece of bornite, about as big as a pea, and possessed
the property of conducting minute electrical impulses
better in one direction than the other.

A fine wire spring, known very aptly as the cat’s
whisker, had to be lightly pressed against the crystal,
and if the operator managed to find a ‘sensitive spot’
on its surface, then sound would come through his
earphones, always provided that he had remembered to
connect his aerial and earth wires to terminals on the set.

The volume was not great, the range not wide, but
the tone quality was good, unless someone in the room
coughed or caused some accidental vibration—which
could be enough to dislodge the cat’s whisker from the
crystal, thus making it necessary for the user to re-prod
until another ‘sensitive spot* had been found. One
distinct advantage of the crystal set was that it needed no
batteries.

Thousands of boys made up one variation or another
of these simple sets, usually from instructions given in
the wireless magazines of the time, but the limited range
and faintness of volume led to eventual demise of the
somewhat erratic crystal in favour of the more positive—
and complicated—valve sets.

Here again, the then current wireless magazines went
to town in printing circuits and giving detailed assembly

instructions for all manner of sets—from one-valvers to
super-sets using four or more valves.

In every town, shops opened for the sale of radio
components—coils, bobbins of wire, fixed and variable
condensers, rheostats, terminals, ebonite panels, batter-
ies, valves and valve holders, and a host of similar parts.

They did tremendous business with hundreds of
thousands of do-it-yourself home constructors but
demand eventually fell away and most of the shops
disappeared.

One of the most popular of the early valve sets was a
one-valve receiver. It was simply a small wooden box
with an ebonite panel on top instead of a lid. A
variable condenser was fixed to this panel, its moving
vanes underneath, its tuning dial on top. A pair
of coils were mounted in a special holder which enabled
one coil to move towards or away from the other. The
valve, in its holder, stood above the panel, its filament
glowing faintly when the accumulator was connected up.

Judicious use of the moving coil enabled the operator
to increase volume, but it was a tricky business to
manipulate. If swung too close to the fixed coil, aerial
reaction took place, filling the earphones with howls and
whistles. These oscillations produced a like response
from other listeners in the area, who heard the howls
on their own sets and promptly retaliated with howls of
their own. Listening in peace was not possible until
tempers cooled off!

It was not enough to have a set. Batteries were
needed, three of them, each connected to the set by a pair
of wires. They were not built-in, but stood around the
set on—very often—the dining table.

One was an accumulator for lighting the valve
filament. As with all accumulators, it had an unfortu-
nate habit of running down every now and then, usually
at the wrong moment, thus putting an end to the
evening’s listening and causing domestic friction, unless
a spare was on hand. Local electricians did a thriving
trade in recharging.

The other two were dry batteries. One was a nine to
twelve volt grid bias battery, the other a heavy and rather
expensive tension battery of 100 or more volts. Both
batteries had several tappings into which wander plugs
connected to the set could be inserted, the trick being to
find by experiment which tapping produced the best
results.

Finally, for family listening, several pairs of earphones
were required. They were connected to terminals on
the set and had the effect of tethering listeners to it by
means of the cable. If mother jumped up suddenly to
answer the door she might well bring earphones or set
crashing to the floor.

Loudspeakers came along later, based originally on the
style of gramophone horns. In tone they left a lot to be
desired but at least listeners were no longer chained to the
set. Later, cone type models appeared, the forerunner
of today’s comparatively small and efficient speakers.

To  boost up signal strength in order to supply enough
power to the speakers, amplifying units were built into
sets, thus adding to the number of valves and making
construction more intricate.

Despite all this, boys became adept at reading circuit
diagrams and assembling even quite complicated sets.
For a year or two wireless topics were more a subject for
conversation that pop or football is today.

It was a wonderful time. The thrill of hearing music
and speech on a set of one’s own making was indeed
quite exciting. If mother grumbled at the litter of
apparatus on the table, at least she forgot her com-
plaints when some favourite comedian or dance music
from the Savoy Hotel came through those earphones.
It  was magic!
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COLLECTING
A LMOST everybody has, at oneZA time or another, tried his hand

at collecting as a hobby. Cigarette
cards, coins, stamps and matchboxes
are just a few of the more popular
subjects which people choose, but,
in fact, virtually anything is “collect-
able”. Railway enthusiasts will
travel far and wide in the hope of
purchasing discarded porters’ lamps
or obsolete timetables and many an
old schooner’s figure-head has ended
up decorating a suburban dining
room. The book collector dreams
of finding a “gem” amongst mounds
of cheap periodicals and obscure
volumes, while the autograph hunter
will wait patiently—for hours in the
rain, if necessary —outside the stage-
door for the latest manifestation of
the pop scene.

I could continue giving examples
‘ad infinitum’, but I think it is true
to say that one of the most popular
branches of the collecting hobby is
die-cast models. Much is said in
our modern age about the dangers of
the automobile to the environment—
traffic—congested city centres, noise,
toxic fumes contaminating the atmo-
sphere, but, valid as this may be, it
tends to overshadow the motor car’s
inestimable practical value and the
history surrounding its development.
Many books have been written—and

DINKY TOYS BY FRANK LOMAX
are still being published—on the
history of the motor car, and it
would undoubtedly take a lifetime of
study to read them all. This, of
course, is not necessary, but it is wise
for the young man interested in
model car-collecting to read some
volumes on the subject to supple-
ment his hobby, and at the same
time, to increase its interest.

The question of what particular
brand of models to collect deserves
serious contemplation. This can
prove a difficult problem as there are
several manufacturers involved in
the production of model cars. The
choice must depend on the type of
collection you wish to compile. If,
for example, a collector is only
interested in Fire Service vehicles,
he is presented with a wide range of
possibilities from a number of manu-
facturers. If, on the other hand, he
wants to create a collection which
reflects the overall history of the
motor car, then his natural choice
should be Dinky Toys.

Over 1,000 Dinky items have been
produced, the majority of the models
being based on actual vehicles.
Even more important, from the
collector’s point of view, is that they
represent the longest unbroken run
of die-cast models still being made.

The age at which one begins to

collect model cars is of no real
importance, but it is usually the case
that the collector who started when
he was a boy is today’s connoisseur
with an extensive and interesting
range cf vehicles. Many of the
early Dinky Toys are much sought-
after by serious enthusiasts who are
often prepared to pay quite high
prices for them and it is wise when
travelling around the local market or
junk shop, to keep a keen eye open
for these small die-cast models.

I believe that almost every collec-
tor has a main interest in a particular
type of model. Probably the most
popular are the military and com-
mercial vehicles, buses and aero-
planes. There are, however, collec-
tors who specialise in farm vehicles,
Police vehicles, sporting models—in
fact, the list is almost endless!

Why do people collect Dinky
Toys ? An authority on the subject
has described it as a “pure nostalgia
for childhood’s toys”. I think this
is partly true, but there is also some-
thing of the dreamer in the collector
of models. He may not be able to
own an actual pre-war Bentley
Coupe or a Lamborghini Marzal,
but he can purchase models of them
and eventually build up a collection
which inspires interest and admira-
tion from his friends and colleagues.

posed further questions of increasing difficulty, all of
which he answered with astounding accuracy and speed.
At this time, it is recorded, he could not, on paper,
multiply more than two places by two places (up to
99 times 99).

By casual means however he acquired over the next few
years a working knowledge of notation up to millions
and was able to apply it to a vast range of arithmetical
problems, ail of which he executed in his head with
astonishing speed and infallible correctness. Eventually
he could multiply 12 places of figures by 12 places,
though he admitted that this was not too easy !

His father, scenting that there was gold in his son’s
great gift, began to tour the country with him, and the
venture proved very profitable, So much so that
Bidder Senior firmly resolved that his boy was too good
a source of income to be sent to school! Thus at the
age of sixteen George Bidder could barely write, and had
great trouble putting down his monster sums on paper.
But this did not stop him answering some pretty for-
midable questions. Here is an example:—

How many times will 1728 occur in the cube of 36 ?
Or again:—

A 170 gallon tank is filling at the rate of 54 gallons
a minute, and losing its contents at the rate of 30
gallons a minute. How long will it take to fill ?

These questions it is true would not baffle the grammar
school boy of today, but remember that George Bidder
had had no school education at all and was nearly
illiterate. Such problems as these he answered correctly
in seconds.

Many eminent mathematicians and philosophers saw

468,592,413,563 4 9076
— IN  YOUR HEAD, PLEASE

BY F. VANSON
T F, at the age of ten, you had been asked to work out
A the compound interest on £4444 for 4444 days at
4 |% per annum, it is possible that you might have
produced the answer. But could have you found it in
your head in two minutes ?

Could you, at eleven, have divided 468,592,413,563 by
9076, and found the correct figure in one minute?
These are a couple of representative problems posed to
young George Parker Bidder, one of the most extra-
ordinary arithmetical geniuses known to history, a boy
who grew up to be a great civil engineer and the brain
behind the construction of what was then the world’s
largest dock.

Bidder was born in 1805 at Moreton Hamstead in
Devon, the son of a stonemason. Though he had no
formal schooling as a child, he could, by the age of
eleven, perform these astonishing feats of calculation
quite readily. Even at the age of four he had gained a
local fame for his skill and was shown off by his father
as an infant prodigy. This was the more remarkable
because until he was six he had not learned to count
the numerals up to ten !

Most of his time as a young boy was spent in the
company of the village smith. One day at the forge he
overheard some dispute in reckoning. At once he
piped up with the correct answer. At this he was
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young Bidder perform and all urged upon his father the
need for the young genius to be formally educated.
At last, after a plea by the great astronomer Herschel
in 1817, the boy was belatedly sent to begin his lessons.
After a time he had progressed so far that the services of
a private tutor were needed. He proved to be a truly
brilliant pupil.

Within five years of beginning his academic education
he had carried off the mathematical prize of Edinburgh
University. At first he was employed by the Ordnance
Survey, and later worked for the Institution of Civil
Engineers.

In his adult life Bidder’s early fame as an arithmetical
prodigy was largely forgotten. He became one of the
greatest engineers of the nineteenth century. As we
have seen above his most enduring monument is perhaps
the vast Royal Victoria Dock on the Thames, at that time
the world’s largest, but he was also a great railway
builder.

Bidder became a highly educated man and his powers,
(unlike those of some boy geniuses) increased with his
age. It is interesting to compare two problems set for
him, one at the age of twelve, and the other sixty years
later, only two days before his death.

In  1817 Sir William Herchel asked him the following
question :—

Light travels from sun to earth in eight minutes.
Assuming the sun to be 98 million miles away, if light
took 6 years and 4 months to travel from the nearest

star, how far away is that star ?
Bidder answered correctly 40,633,74(),000,000 miles.
Almost at the end of his life he was asked by a friend:—

If light travels at 190,000 miles per second, and the
wave length of red rays is 36,918 to the inch, how
many of its waves strike the eye in one second ?

He replied at once 444,433,651,200,000.
It would seem that Bidder though an excellent all-

round mathematician showed exceptional skill mainly in
questions involving multiplication and division. He
himself left an interesting account of his own mental
development, and the accounts of his boyhood genius are
well authenticated. He died at Dartmouth in 1878,
aged 72.

George Parker Bidder Junior (the ‘Younger Bidder’)
the son of the engineer, was born in 1837, and inherited
his father’s genius for figures. He too could quite
easily multiply 387,201,969,513,825 by 199,631,057,
265,413. He could play two games of chess at once,
blindfold! At Cambridge he was a brilliant mathemat-
ician, but he was never really interested in the subject!
He  took up law and had a distinguished career at the Bar,
becoming a well known Q.C. Had he been really
interested in the world of numbers he would quite
possibly have excelled even his famous father.

Both however remain marvellous examples of the
incredible capacity of the human mind. Even the
electronic brain would be hard put to it to beat them for
speed and accuracy.

when the dish is aimed directly into
the path of the broadcast waves and
this fact also enables the model to be
used as a direction-finder as well as
an aerial. At peak reception, the
dish will point in the direction of the
broadcasting transmitter when re-
ceiving direct waves and will also
indicate the general direction of the
transmitter when receiving waves
reflected off the “Heavyside Layer”
of ions surrounding the Earth. I n
the latter case, the dish would point
skywards to pick up the reflected
waves, but in most cases it would be
angled skywards, rather than point
vertically upwards, and this angle
would still indicate a ground direc-
tion.

I t  is clear from all this that the
model has many fascinating possibi-
lities. I was certainly impressed by
it when I visited the Pack at Whitley
and I should now like to take this
opportunity of congratulating the
Cubs on their achievement. I
should also like to thank the Cubs
and all who made us welcome during
our visit, especially Mr.  Burrows and
“Akela”, Mrs. Laithwaite, who was
also the Pack Founder. Thank you
all—and we did find our way back
safely 1

Self-searching Model
Quite coincidentally, I am able to

report—briefly—on another model
inspired by Jodrell Bank Radio Tele-
scope, this one built by Mr. A.
Lindsay Greer, of Ballymena, Co.
Antrim, Northern Ireland. As with

the Cubs’ version, however, it must
be stressed that Mr. Greer’s model
is purely a model and is not a radio
telescope. In fact, as I understand
it, the model reproduces only the
shape and movements of the original.
It  docs not serve as a radio or T.V.
aerial, as does the Whitley-produced
version, but it does incorporate a
highly-commendable self-searching
feature which makes it worthy of
special note.

Unfortunately, I do not have a
photograph of the model to repro-
duce here, but Mr. Greer kindly
gave me a clear description of the
model’s principles which, I think,
explains the situation admirably.

“For a birthday present”, he
wrote, “ I  received the Meccano
Electronic Control Set. To  utilise
this, I built a model which was
inspired by both the Jodrell Bank
Radio Telescope and a French solar
power station, of which I had an
illustration. When switched on, a
reflecting dish revolves, at the same
time tilting up and down, both
movements being automatic.

“On the end of the ‘needle* inside
the dish is the L.D.R. (Photo Cell) of
the Electronic Set, this being wired
in the appropriate circuit with the
Relay, Motor and power source.
By covering the Photo Cell with a
filter, it can be made to switch the
motor off when it is pointing at the
sun or at a light bulb. In this way,
the machine searches the sky until it
finds the sun, at which point the
Motor switches off, leaving the

MODEL BUILDERS
(Continued from page 122)

taken. Since the model was built,
some of the boys have entered the
Whitley Scout Troop, as is evident
from the different uniform worn by
several of those in the photograph,
but they were all Cubs at the time of
construction.

I have been asked to stress that,
while the model was inspired by the
Jodrell Bank Telescope, it is not itself
a Radio Telescope. I t  looks like the
original and reproduces the original’s
movements, but it does not perform
the radio-telescopic work of the
original. Nonetheless, it is still
much more than a purely mechanical
model; it actually serves as a receiv-
ing aerial for household radio and
television broadcasts!

I t  is, of course, to achieve this
unique result that the special “dish”
is required. The metal bowl collects
and concentrates the radio or T.V.
waves, which are then picked up by
an aerial “feeler” projecting through
the centre of the bowl. This feeler
is connected by screened aerial cable
to a radio or T.V. set in the normal
manner to complete the chain.

In operation, with everything
connected and the set switched on,
the model is manipulated, the dish
searching the air until the clearest
and loudest results are achieved.
Obviously the best results will come
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I write, I do not know—Christmas
is still a couple of days away ! The
show, however, has just been
recorded in advance and London
Weekend have kindly sent me the
photograph, so I am assuming
everything went as planned. If it
did, no doubt many readers saw the
programme, therefore the photo-
graph will, I trust, bring back some
happy festive memories.

Incidentally, the model trains in
the picture look like old Hornby O-
gauge Clockwork Trains, once made
by Meccano. I wonder if any
member of the Hornby Railway
Collector’s Association can confirm

here, which we have included to let
enthusiasts know that Meccano is
still receiving plenty of good pub-
licity. I t  won’t take modellers long
to recognise the Meccano Blackpool
Tower in the picture—and it won’t
take T.V. viewers long to recognise
the two men either! They are, of
course, popular British comedians
Mike and Bernie Winters, and the
scene is taken from the London
Weekend Television show “Mike
and Bernie’s Christmas Cavalcade”
which was broadcast during the
Christmas period.

I should say, I hope the show was
broadcast and I hope the scene was
included, because, at this moment as this . . . ?

Photo Cell pointing at the sun.
When the sunlight moves away from
the Photo Cell, the Relay switches
the Motor on again, driving the
model until the Photo Cell again
points at the sun. Thus the dish
follows the sun across the sky”.

I think all readers will agree that
both the models described here offer
something really different from a
Meccano point of view. They
certainly illustrate the versatility of
the system !

T.V. Appearance
Before finishing this month, I

would like to draw attention to the
remaining photograph, reproduced

Below A close-up view of  the control  handle and Sprocket drive  pro-
viding vertical dish movement  on  the Jodrell Bank model.  Note  the
hand brake which locks the d ish  at  thc.chosen altitude.  Right. Meccano
Blackpool Tower meets  Mike and Bernie  Winters! See text.

I
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POCKET MECCANO (Continued from page 133)
the securing Bolts in each case also
fixing a further Angle Bracket to the
top of the Plate. A Fishplate 4 is
bolted to the spare lug of each of
these additional Angle Brackets.

For mobility, the Dodgem is
provided with four wheels, each
supplied by a | in. Pulley 5 on a | in.
Bolt, tightly fixed in one or other
Narrow Strip 2. The Pulleys are
free to turn on the Bolts, but are held
in place by two Nuts locked together
on the end of each Bolt.

The main body fairing is repre-
sented by a 2 |  x 1}  in. Plastic
Plate 6. When fitting this Plate,
however, it is best to first fix a 1 |  in.
Bolt 7 by a Nut in one centre end
hole of the Plate, the lower end of
the Bolt shank then being locked by

two Nuts in the second row centre
hole from the rear end of Plate 1.
The other end of Plate 6 is curved
round and bolted to the forward
flange of Plate 1. Bolted to the rear
flange of the Plate, by its apex hole
is a Flat Trunnion 8, serving as the
scat-back, the model finally being
completed by a second 2 J x H in.
Plastic Plate 9, curved as shown and
bolted between the third holes of
Narrow Strips 2. This adds the
final touch to a very pleasing little
model!

PARTS REQUIRED
2—10 24—37a 1— I I  1 2— 126a

12 14—37b 1— I l l a 1 _ 194
4—23 1—51 1—125 2—235d

Dodgem
Lastly, we have the Dodgem Car

which is a nicely-proportioned and
realistic little model designed by 13
year-old J.  Spriggs of Spalding,
Lincs. The chassis is built up from
a x in. Flanged Plate 1, to the
sides of which two 4 in. Narrow
Strips 2, bent to the shape shown,
are attached by Angle Brackets 3 to
represent the bumpers. The flanges
of the Plate project downward and
note that the Angle Brackets are
fixed to the underside of the Plate,

PARTS REQUIRED
25—37a
I I—37b

io
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MULTI-ANGLE
ALL PURPOSE VICE

REAL
VALUE AT

£3.20
+ 30p. post

A MUST FOR ALL  MODELLERS

Sent by return with our money back guarantee

D. GLOVER (Dept .  ME I )
C.W.O.

VEE JAWS—VERTICAL AND HORI-
ZONTAL FOR BETTER GRIP
Twin & 1 jaws. Rotates 360'*

Lock in any position.
Head rotates 360 and locks.

Silver blue hammer finish.
EASY CLAMPING OR  SCREW F IX ING

The February issue of Model Boats includes the first
of a short series of articles on an Edwardian steam

203 Scholes Lane. Cleckheaton. Yorks.

launch with sufficient information being presented in
the series for anyone to make a similar model without
plans. Scale ships include H.M.S. Chester cruiser, the
coastal tanker Anonity, H.M.S. Hood in tinplate, the
Brazilian battleship Minas Gerais, a Dutch 60-gun ship
of about 1800 and the inter-island steamer New Fawn.
There is more on fitting and rigging the 42" radio-
controlled yacht Star-C, notes on multi-racing, reader's
models and letters etc.

WORLD WIDE MECCANO SPECIALISTS
sets to spares our service is excellent

We  stock sets I — 10
Conversion sets lx-8x
Complete range of spares
Al l  motors and special sets

S.A.E. for list
P. & P. free on orders over <5 (U.K. only)

SETS sent Tax Free abroad

JOHN W.  BAGNALL LTD.
18 SALTER STREET,

Est. 1936 STAFFORD Tel. 3420
‘One of Britains best Meccano Specialists’

Model
Boats

*

ON SALE
PRICE

15p

BINDERS
FOR YOUR
COPIES OF
MECCANO
MAGAZINE

PRICE
INCLUDING
POSTAGE
90p.

The North American P-51 Mustang, World War II fighter
has never been so well detailed as in the March SCALE
MODELS special feature. Pat Lloyd has measured-from-life
scale drawings from the example in the Imperial War Museum,
London, and Bob Jones provides colouring and marking data
plus a Mustang kit appraisal, including that for the latest
Revell ■j’ynd scale kit, photographed in colour on the cover.

The Soviet KOTLIN Class destroyer provides scale modell-
ers with yet another in Bob Sweet’s series of plans. More
on Luftwaffe camouflage schemes. Card Modelling, Book
Reviews, Historical Collections plus a first report on scale
models at the 41st MODEL ENGINEER EXHIBITION, will all
be found in this latest issue, on sale February 11th.

In handsome orange book-cloth with gold
blocked name plate on spine to take 12 copies
of your MECCANO MAGAZINE. Copies open
flat and can be removed unmarked as
required.
MODEL & ALLIED PUBLICATIONS LTD.
13-35 BRIDGE ST. HEMEL HEMPSTEAD HERTS

ON SALE
FEBRUARY 11th

PRICE 15p

Scale
Models
KINDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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ODEL
SHOP
DIRECTORY

M denotes Meccano accessory
and spare parts specialists

LEICESTER Tc , :  Le i<cs tc r 2035

RADIO CONTROL
SUPPLIES

52 LONDON ROAD,
Ma i l  Order  Specialist*.

Closed Monday.
Open until fl.30 p.m. Friday.

The Showroom of the Midlands with full
R/C service facilities.

Tel: Regent 1846HEMEL HEMPSTEAD
Tel:  53691

TAYLOR & McKENNA
203. MARLOWES

LONDONAYLESBURY
Tel:  85752

TAYLOR & McKENNA
46 FRIARS SQUARE

JEREMY,
16 PRINCES ARCADE.

P ICCADILLY-  LONDON,  S .W.L
MECCANO ACCESSORY ANO

SPARE PART SPECIALIST.

Tel:  01-560 0473LONDON
RADIO CONTROL

SUPPLIES
581 LONDON RD.,  ISLEWORTH,

MIDDX.  Ma i l  Order  Specialist*
Open each weekday and until

fl,30 p.m. Fridays.
Largest R /C  stockists in the country.

Own  R/C service centre.

Tel:  60444BATH HORSHAM Td 6,533

MODEL CORNER
30 NORTH STREET, HORSHAM

SUSSEX.
Comprehensive range of kits, including Air-
fix. Tamiya, Revell, etc. Overseas enquiries
invited. P & P extra.

CYRIL HOWE’S
CHEAP STREET,

BATH,  SOMERSET
The Model Shop of the West for all your
modelling requirements. Aircraft, Boats,
Engines, Radio Control. Expert advice avail-
able. M.A.P., Meccano Sets, spares, eic.

LONDON Tel: M i l l  H i l t  2877

H.  A. BLUNT & SONS LTD.,

133 THE BROADWAY

MILL  H ILL ,  LONDON N.W.7.

Tel: Erith 32339BIRMINGHAM SP*'
KINGS HEATH MODELS

5 York Road, Birmingham 14.

Everything for the modeller: Boats. Cars,
Planes, Railways, Kits, etc. Meccano sets and

reasonable stocks of spares.

KENT
DERRETT (TOYS) LTD..

52/54 ER ITH  H IGH STREET,
ERITH .  KENT.

Aircraft, Boats, Fibreglass Hulls, Tr-iang-
Hornby, Lima, H .O . ,  H & M . .  Units, Scalextric,
Airfix, Riko, Pactra, Plastic kits, Minitanks,

Marquetry, Prompt Mail Order  Service.

MANCHESTER
Tel: Blackfriars 3972

THE MODEL SHOP
7-13 BOOTLE STREET,

OFF  DEANSGATE,
MANCHESTER 2.

THE NORTH’S LEADING MODEL,  HOBBY
AND TOY SHOP. MECCANO SETS AND

SPARE PARTS A SPECIALITY.

Tel. Dartford 24155KENTBRADFORD T'L44556

TRAIN SHOP SUPERMARKET
4 BERTRAM ROAD, BRADFORD 8.
Al l  makes o f  Model  Trains and Motorways
Shop Surplus, Bankrupt and Slightly used.

Catalogue I / -  Post Free.
COLLECTORS MODELS, Matchbox, Dinky, etc.

WAR GAME FIGURES & ACCESSORIES
M»ni tanks H i  nch cli  He. e t c .  LirC $ .A ,E ,

MODERN MODELS LTD.,
49/51 LOWFIELD STREET,

DARTFORD,  KENT.
For all your modelling requirements. Radio/
Control, Aircraft, Boats, Cars, Railways. All
leading makes from The Shop with the Stock.

Prompt mail order service.

NEW ZEALAND
BUNKERS LTD.,

P.O .  BOX 58
HASTINGS.

(Mail orders from all countries welcomed.)

_________________ w

CARLISLE Tel: Carlisle 23142

PALACE CYCLE STORES,
122 BOTCHERGATE,

CARLISLE.
Meccano Stockists for Airfix, Dinky, Match-

box, etc.

LEEDS, I Td: 15739

BRADFORD MODEL
RAILWAY CENTRE,

23 ALBION PLACE
(Of f  Briggate).

The North's Leading Model Railway stockists
in OO and N gauges. Branches at Cloth Hall
Street. Huddersfield and Frizinghall. Bradford.

KINDLY MENTION “MECCANO MAGAZINE"  WHEN REPLYING TO ADVERTISEMENTS
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READING Tel: Reading 51558

READING MODEL SUPPLIES
5 Chatham St. Car Park, Oxford Road,

READING, BERKSHIRE.
BERKSHIRE’S MODEL CENTRE

You can drive right to us.

WATFORD T,l:W,rford 44222

CLEMENTS,
THE PARADE, WATFORD.

Always a comprehensive range of Meccano

Sets. Accessories and Dinky Toys.

SCARBOROUGH
Tel:  3223

“WALKERS  ”
15 ST. THOMAS STREET,

SCARBOROUGH, YORKS.
Meccano and Dinky Toy Specialist.

Mail orders welcomed.

ST. ALBANS
Tel :  Bowmansgreen 2442

HOBBIES & SPORTS
5 HASELDINE ROAD,

LONDON COLNEY,  HERTS.
Aircraft, Boats. Model Railways, Wargamin
stockists. Comprehensive stocks of Plastic

Models. R/C equipment.

WELWYN
H.  A. BLUNT
& SONS LTD.

38 FRETHERNE ROAD,
WELWYN GARDEN CITY, HERTS. 1

Complete range of model aircraft, engines
and accessories, boats, cars and railways,

STOCKTON-ON-
TEES Tel: 67616

LESLIE BROWN
95 H IGH STREET,

STOCKTON-ON-TEES,  TEESSIOE STSI8IBD
Super Toy and Model Store. Meccano Range

and Spare Parts. Mail Orders welcome, gyg

GLASSIFIED EVERYTHING
MECCANO
No.  10 Outfits—All other Sets and Motors
STANDARD . ELEKTRIKIT . ELECTRONIC

PARTS 1-622
PLUS

W.R.  INGLIS REPLICA OBSOLETE PARTS
57A SCIENTIFIC HOOK I5p

119 CHANNEL SEGMENT 54p
156 POINTER 48p
174 GREASE CUP 42p

-NEW-
1063 SAND ROLLER £1.20
127 BELL CRANK WITHOUT BOSS 24p
Also from the same source:-
66 50 GRAMME WEIGHT 30p
67 25 GRAMME WEIGHT 30p

Postage ext ra
AVWL ORDER A PLEASURE

Overseas orders U .K .  purchase tax free
S.A.E. for Free lists

M.  W.  MODELS, 165 READING ROAD,
HENLEY-on-Thames, OXON.  RG9 IDP
Tel.: (049-12) 3342 E. C. Wednesday

Private 2p per word, minimum 40p Trade 5p per word, minimum 60p
FOR SALE—TRADE

Historex catalogue listing all the kits in this
fabulous range of Napoleonic 54 mm figures
together with details of Pyrogravure and
Funken books etc. for 40p inc. postage from
Historex Agents. 3 Castle St., Dover.  (Trade
Enquiries invited). XY

CHEMISTRY
Whether  you have just taken an interest in
chemistry or  you are needing to do a l itt le
more practical work in connection with your
school studies, A.  N .  BECK & SONS
SCIENTIFIC can supply all your needs. Every
i tem of apparatus is as supplied co Schools and
to Professional Laboratories, and there is a
range of over 100 chemicals in small packs for
home experimenters. Come and visit one o<
the only specialist shops in the country, where
you can see the widest range of apparatus
and chemicals available to students. If you
are unable to visit the shop, just send a
stamped, addressed envelope for a copy of

the latest price list.

A.  N .  BECK & SONS  SCIENTIFIC
147 High Road, London, N I5  6DQ

Telephone: 01-800 7342

FOR SALE—PRIVATE
M.M’s. 1945-48 inclusive, bound by Meccano

Magazine. All in mint condition. Offers to
Seaton. 156 Farnborough Road, Farnborough,
Hampshire. Y

Bayko (Plimpton) M.M.’s Sept. 1957-July 1967
(some missing). Offers s.a.c. N .  Carter,
34 Woodland Park Road, Newport ,  Mon. Y

M.M’s. 1943-53. Pre-1950 Dinky buses. Rail,
bus and air timetables, books, cigarette cards
and photos, s.a.e. 10 Singlewell Road. Grave-
send, Kent. Y

Sixty-nine Meccano Magazines from the period
January 1945 to July 1959. Send S.A.E. for list.
D .  Drinkwater,  5 Lime Grove, Alsagcr, Stoke-
on Trent ,  Staffs.

"M.M.s” 1939 to 1962, most years complete in
good condition, list supplied. Offers to:  F. A,
Beadle, 33 Pierremont Cres., Darlington, Co.
Durham. Y

WANTED—PRIVATE
Anything Meccano, parts particularly a geared

roller bearing, magazines, super model leaflets,
etc. Top prices paid. Harry Gower ,  South-
view, Braishficld, Romsey, Hants. Y

£6 offered for complete year of 1936 M.M's.
Bound or  unbound. J. Driscoll, 209 Aidborough
Road South, Seven Kings, Ilford, Essex. Y

Wanted Pre 1956 Dinky toys and other obsolete
Die-cast models. Any quantity purchased.
Send details, condition and price to:  58 Heath-
cote Grove, E4 6SB. YZA

Autographed copies of "Model Building in
Meccano . . with free supplement sheets
available from the author, B. N .  Love, 61
Southam Road, Hall Green, Birmingham, 28.
Price £1.80, 1st class mail, £1.70, 2nd class.
Overseas enquiries should include two inter-
national reply coupons. YScalectrix, 4 lane figure 8 plus extra track,

8 cars 2 vintage 2 race-tuned, 6 controllers
2 race-tuned, transformer, bridge and banking,
£20. Tel. Wickham Bishops 541 (Essex). Y M.M’s various issues from 1928. French issues

from 1922-57. Few old pre-war catalogue, old
Bing catalogues etc. Few ‘O'  gauges locos. 12
Leeson House, Haggard Road, Twickenham.
Tel .  01-892 6267. Y

Perfect Replicas of P /N 106a, Sand Roller,
$2.00 each: P /N  127, Simple Bell Crank, $0.40
each; P/N 57a, Scientific Hook, $0.25 each;
P /N  I 19, Channel Segment, $8.00 per set of 8:
P /N  156, Pointer, $0.75 each; P/N 174, Grease
Cup, $0.60 each. Also large number of
P /N  66 and 67, Lead Weights, plus a few P/N
120, Buffer, and P /N  121, Train Coupling,
available, all $0.50 each. Australian Currency.
All items postage extra. W .  R. Inglis, 219
Blackburn Road, South Blackburn, 3130,
Victoria, Australia. XY

EVERYTHING
MECCANO

WANTED—TRADE EXCELLENT NEW BOOKS
By Bert Love

"Model  Building in MECCANO and Allied
Constructional Sets"
£1.50 plus lOp post

"MECCANO CONSTRUCTORS GUIDE"
available shortly

GMM MECCANO PUBLICATIONS
GMM  Series of Modern Supermodels

"The Meccanoman’s Journal"
published quarterly

Comprehensive Back Number  Service
"MECCANO MAGAZINE"

"MECCANOMAN’S  JOURNAL"
S.A.E. for free lists

M.  W.  MODELS, 165 READING ROAD,
HENLEY-on-Thames. OXON.  RG9 IDP
Tel.: (049-12) 3342 E. C. Wednesday

"M.M.s” 1916-1942. Available/Wanted. £40
(minimum) offered for complete set. Lambert,
60 Salhouse Road, Rackheath, Norwich. V-Z

Pre-War O or  I gauge model locomotive and
coaches sought, made by Marklin, Bing Lowke
or  Hornby, good price paid. Procter, 10
Church Hi l l ,  Patcham, Brighton. Tel. 553940.

T/CGLID ING HOLIDAY
Six nights in a village inn wi th  5 days of
glorious gliding over the beautiful Cotswolds.
Ridge, Wave and Thermal all for your delight.
Professional instructors. Winch or  Aerotow.
Wr i te  to  Course Secretary, Department C .
Bristol & Gloucestershire Girding Club,
Nympsfield, Stonehouse, Glos.

Bassett-Lowke (Rlys.) Ltd. Would like to
purchase O gauge and larger locomotives,
coaches, etc., o r  complete collections by Marklin
(G.M.C.). Bing (G.B.N.), Gamages, Bassett-
Lowkc, Hornby, also tinplate ships, motor cars
etc. Kindly state condition and price required.
Bassett-Lowke (Rlys ),  (Dept.  M.M.),  59 Cadogan
Street, London, S.W.3. Telephone 01-584 1838.

T/Y
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MILITARY VEHICLE PRINTS
Nos. 1-19 Nos. 20-28

I each 25p
12 pages. 9 x 6½ In.

tn  {UK)  Pz Kp lw  *E 100’ - 194 ) /I 11 45 (Doub le  Coverage) (GE)I (J Lu jM Tank M 2A4 - 1939/42

‘Churchil l  Mk  1’ - 1940/41
(UK) ;  Vickers MBT 'Vqayanta '
1963 (UK) .  Heavy Tank Mb-
1940/4(  (US)  Armoured Car
AMD Panhard et Levassor 178*

(FR) .
The  German Panzer kampl  wagen
I I I  - l a te  models Ausf L - 1941/
42.  Ausf M 1942/43.  the 7 5 cm
‘Sturmpanzer I I I '  Ausf N 1941/
42.  Ausf M 1942/4J.  the 7 .5cm
lank A 13 -A  13 Mk  l /Crmser
tank Mk  I I I  (Reworked) .  AM
Mk I I I  and  HCS/Cruiser  tank
Mk  IV  and Mk  IVCS and A 13
Mk  l VA-  1 VACS/Cruuer  tank
Mk  IVA-Mk  IVACS.
The  German tank destroyer —
7.5cm PAK 40 /2  auf Sfl. I I
‘Marder ’  ) 942 /43  early and late
models based on the Panzer
kampfwagen I I  chassis: British
•Tortoise 1942/47,  British light
tank Mk  lA -w i th  drawings of
the A4G6. A4E7.  A4EB. A4E9.
A4E10 1930/35 American How-
itzer Motor  Carriage T 3 based
upon the Combat. Car  M I ,
1939.

each 20p
H pages, 9 x 6¼ in.

< Tank Mk  I - 1916  (UK) :  MediumI Mk A Whippet* - 1918 (UK)
| Pz Kpfw I B /Pz  Jaeger I - 1934/

¢1 (GE) ;  Jagdpanzer ‘Tiger '
(P ) .  ‘Elcfant’  - 1943 (GE) .

ft  M .SPW Sd. 251 /1  (Semitrack)
/ APC 1938/45 (GE) ;  Pz KpfwL ‘T iger ’  H (Porsche turret)  1944 /45 (GE) ,  SU  100 -Tank  de-

s t royer -1945  (SU) :  CH I -HA
Medium type 97 - 1937 (JA) ,

ft  Mat i lda  Mk  IV  - 1940/41 (UK)5 TE-KE Tankette type 97 - 1937U ( JA)  M 18 GMC ’Hellcat* -
1943/45 (US) :  M 7B1 HMC
'Priest* - )942  (US) .

a Stu Pz IV  Brummbacr* - )944n (GE) .  Jagdpanzer 38  ( t )  'He t4 zer’ - 1944/45 (GE) ;  T 34 /85  -
1943 (SU) ;  Klimcnti  Vorishilov
I and I I  1940/42 (SU) .

r M24  ’General Chaffee* - 1944/50
(US) :  M4  ‘Sherman* 105mm

U Howitzer HVSS-  1944 (US) .10 5 cm PzFH 18  auf  Pz I I
(SF )  'Wespe‘ 1942/44 (GE) .
Volkswagen Pcrsonenwagen, 3
versions 1940/45  (GE) .

ft  Cruiser tank ‘Cromwell  Mk  IV 'h - 1943/45 (UK) .  Pz Kpfw IV  J .U - 1944/45 (GE)  Sturmgeschuetz *i l l  D - 1941 (GE) :  Jeep wit  i
trai ler and Jeep - 1942/45 {US; .

“1 Sherman VC (17-pdr)  ’Firefly’f 1944/45 (US /UK)  M 41  155mmI HMC ‘Gorn la ’  - 1944/55 (US) .
Pz Kpfw H I  F - 1941/42 (GE)
SU 85 Tank Destroyer - 1944

ft ’Jagdpanther’ Sd Kfz  173 - 1944/M 45 (GE) ;  Cruiser tank ‘CometU Mk I -  - 1944 /45  (UK) ;  T 2BSuper heavy tank (double cover
age)  1945 (US) .

-M10  3”  GMC ’Wolverine’ 1942/I I  «3 (US)  8 .8  cm FLAK 18  and
□ Zg Kw 8-ton Sd Kfz  7 1934/44
* (Double  coverage) (GE) ,  T14

Assault tank ]943 (US) .

-a r ro  Armato T ipo M 13 /40"I I I  1940/42 ( IT )  7 62 cm PAK 3b| U ( r )  auf  Pz Kpfw 38 ( t )  ’MarderI I I '  Sd Kfz  139*1942 (CZ /GE) :
15 cm F Lorraine’  - 1942/43
(FR /GE) ;  A7V  Sturmpanzer-

19

20

21

Short price
list of series
items. Com-
plete list on
request.

Handbook No. 1 GERMAN SELF-PROPELLED WEAPONS
Part 1. German-bui l t  fu l ly -  Part 2 Weapons on  fore ign,
t racked chassis  bu i l t  fu l ly- t racked chassis
Handbook No. 2 GERMAN SEMI-TRACKED VEHICLES
Part 1. Ar t i l lery Pr ime Part 2.  Armoured Troop
movers.  S.P Guns.  Cranes. Carriers
Handbook No. 3 BRITISH ARMY LORRIES
Part 1 .  Tank transporters,  re- Part 2 Gun tractors.  Br idg-
covery vehicles, machinery >ng Vehicles. Ambulances,
t rucks.
11x5  m opening a long top No  1 /p t s  1 and 2 each 24 pages.
No. 2 /1  28 pages. No.  2 /2  24 pages No.  3 /1  and 2 28 pages
each Stout  d rawn  -on card covers each set 40p

MILITARY VEHICLE DATA
As  many as n ine  vehicles may be covered i n  each issue by  way
of 1:76 scale sketches,  brief h is tor ica l  detai ls ,  f u l l  technical
specif icat ion and photographic coverage on  each vehicle 9 x 64
in  20 pages, f ront  and side
dimensions,  e tc .

4 Ford (FbOL) Portce 3-tonI (CA) ;  Leyland Hippo G.S.I 10-ton (UK)  Dodge T 110-
L-5 Water  Tank  3-ton (CA) .
Dennis Tipper 3-ton (UK) ;
Guy FBAX Wireless 3-ton
(UK) .  Dodge T214 Wea-
pons Carrier (US) ;  Chev-
rolet (C60L)  Office 3-ton
(CA) .  Morr is  CS8 Water
15-cwt (UK) -  GMC DUKW
Amphibian 2><*«on (US) .

Austin ’Kb’  Lorry 3-ton
□ Transmitter (UK) :  Bedford
. ]  OY ‘  Lorry 3-ton Water
** Tank (UK) .  Chevrolet Truck

V/j-ton G.S.  w /Wmch (US l :
Foden ’DG/6 /10 ’  Lorry 10-
ton G.S.  (UK) ;  Ford
(F602L)  Lorry J-ton Ambu-
lance {CA)  Guy  ANT '
Truck 15-cwt G S. (UK) :
Standard 12  Light Ut i l i ty
(UK) ,  Thornyeroft SM/
GRN6 /2 ’  10-ton. Cargo
(UK) ;  Bedford QLT  Lorry
3-ton Troop Carrying (UK) .

■- Adler ‘3Gd* Car  Medium
fc 4 x 2 K fz  12  (GE) ;  Daimler-■I Benz 'G5‘  Car  Medium 4 x

4 (GE) .  Daimler-Benz 'G3a‘
Truck Light b x 4 (GE) :
Steyr Daimler-Puch '1500 A ’
Truck Light 4x4  (GE) ;
Daimler-Benz ’L3000 S' Truck
Medium 4 x 2 (GE) :  Adam
Opel Bhtz 3t ’  3 .66700  A
Truck Medium 4x4  (GE) :
Faun 'ZR*  Tractor wheeled
heavy 4 x 2 ( GE) .

— Bedford QL  Portee and Fire;I Albion BY1  General Service:f A E .C ,  0854 Refueller; Ford
• FbOL Armoured Lorry ,  Den-

ms Max  Mk .  I General Ser-
vice, Morr is  CS8 Office
Dodge T215 P>ck-up; Austin
K3  General Service; Ford
W0T .2H  Office

fl Chevrolet CbOL Lorry 3-ton ----------U WDT8 Truck 30-cwt 4 *4  General Service (UK) ,  Crossley I ___O Lorry 3-ton b x 4 Derrick (UK) .  Bedford OY  Lorry  3-ton 4x2Stores RASC Type (UK) .  Mack  LMSW 23 Tractor 5-ton 6 x 4Hoary Breakdown (USA)  Thornycrofl WOF/OC4 /2  Lorry Hono*4  General Service (UK)  Austin Kb  Lorry  3-ton 6 « 4 20KVAPower Equipment (UK;  Ford F6DL  Truck 3 tun 4 *4  General
Service (UK) .  Foden DG 6 /12  Lorry  10-ton 6x4  Printing (UK) ,

BINDER: Blue PVC reinforced serm-stiff covers,  BELLONA MIL I -
TARY REFERENCE LIBRARY embossed on  spine. Takes 24 copies
on w i re  retainers. Price £1.00

ians  t f u l l  technical
j ach  vehicle 9 x 6 |

v iews ,  speci f icat ions.
each set Op

r* Albion 'FT  4 I I  Lorry  3-lon
/ (UK) ;  American BRC 4x4

/ Light Recce Car  (US) :  Bed
ford 'OYC Lorry  3 ton X -Ray
(UK) ;  Diamond T Lorry  4-ton
G S (US) ;  Ford W0A2 '
Heavy Ut i l i ty  (UK) .  Mack
NR4D’  Lorry iO-lon G .S .

(US) ;  Thompson 500-gallon
Fue' Tender (UK) .  Maudslay
'Mi l i tant '  Lorry 6- lon G.S
(UK) ;  Whi te  'M3A1 '  Truck
)5*cwl  Personnel (US) ,

a Bedford MWD Truck 15-cwt
n G 5 (UK) ;  Crossley IGL  8 3-11 ton  Searchlight (UK) ;  DodgeI T110 Lorry  3-ton Stores (C ) .

Leyland ‘Lynx’  Lorry  3-ton
G.S (UK) ;  Chevrolet (C6OS)
Truck 3-ton Dump (C ) ;  Thor-
nycroft ‘Tar tar ’  Lorry  3-ton
(UK) ;  Karr ier  Kb' Truck 3-
lon  G.S (UK) ;  Ford CHAD
Heavy Ut i l i ty  (C ) ;  Morr is-
Commercial Truck 15-cwt
Wireless (House Type)  (UK) ,

p Chevrolet Truck IVr - ton 4x4L* Telephone Maintenance (US) ‘I I  Leyland ‘Hippo’ 10-ton 6x4
Printing (UK) ;  Ford ‘WOT 6’
Lorry 3-ton 4 x 4 G.S .  (UK) ;
Morr is  ‘CDF ’  Lorry  30 cwt
6 x 4 G.S.  (UK) ;  Standard 14
4x2  Light Ambulance (UK) .
Bedford RL '  Lorry  3-ton 4 x4 G.S Cargo (UK) ;  Chevrolet
(C30 )  Truck 30-cwt 4 x 4
Slave Battery (CA) :  Humber
4x4  Heavy Ut i l i ty  (UK)
Mor r is  Truck 8-cwt 4x2
F F W.  (UK) .
Austin K5  3-ton G S. (UK) :

ft Diamond T 981 12-ton M .20K (USA)  Dodge T 222 D15U cwt. G S. (Can  ) ;  Leyiand
Retnever 3-ton Stores (UK) :
Albion FT  15 N .  Tractor
field artil lery (UK) ;  Ford
FT  15 cwt G S. (Can) ;
Dodge Ambulance T214 %-
ion  (USA)  Ford WOT 2H
15 cwt. light warning (UK) :
Thorneycroft Nubian TF /
AC4 / )  3- ton G.S.  (UK) .

x 4 Mobi le  Canteen (Can . ) ;  Ford
(UK)  Crossley IGL8

.1 OY  Lorry  3-ton 4x2
23 Tractor 5-ton b x 4

An American heavy 155mm Gun
/ / Motor  Carnage  M 12 Ktng

Kong' with the GMC T6 proto
type and 155mm GMC.  M 12
production model. Cargo Ca ■
r ier  M30  and  the T14 proto*
type 1941/44 ISU  122 - ) 944 /
45 Soviet Assault Gun Motor
Carnage  ISU  122 -D195  d nd A
25 S versions 1944/45,

AA Bundeswchr main  battle tank -/ 1  Kampfpanzer Leopard ( Proto-fcU lype J (Group A ) ,  Prototype I I
(Group  A ) ,  Production Kanipf-
panzer 'Standard' - Leopard;
Recovery and Engineer Vehicles.
Bergepanzer 'Standard* and
Pionerpanzcr ‘Standard' J962 /70

ft 1 The World  War  I French R inau l l//1 FT  17 Fighting tank that shapedthe future development o l  AFV ,
in  service f rom 1918 to 1945
This most important lank is
given detailed coverage* Drawings
include lhe  Berliet turret,  the
normal  riveted octagonal turret,
with machine gun and  37mm can-
non Also includes version mount-
ing the 75mm cannon. Drawings
and lext  by Christian Henr i  Tav-
, ird The well-known Ital ian
Medium tank Carro  Amato M
11/39  - 1939/41.  Which was the
forerunner o f  the M 13 40.

f®% The renowned Soviet T .34 MediumLlJ tank of 1939 plus the Churchill
Bridge layer and the U .S .  A t
moured Car  T.1BE2 'Boarhound’
provide a tr io of famous AFVs
with extensively detailed ) / 76 th
scale drawings plus supplement
tary 1/4016 view*, of the T.34
and Churchill .

Ofc F H-ferkamplwagen "Panther* Ausf/ 0  D , ind thp BefchlspanzerwagenAusf A in  intricate detail plus
the Churchills Mks  t i l ,  IV  and
V with a special insert for this
important Bellona Mi l i ta ry  Ve-
hicle Print m the form of  full  5*
view l / 48 lh  scale drawings of the
Panthers, so permitting space for
zxtra l / 48 th  scale Churchill views
- Definitely a ’bonus' edition*
The  Unban Carro  Veloce CV33
plus wireless and flame thrower
variations together with the Rolls
Royce 1920 Pattern MKl  Ar-
moured Car  as used extensively
br  lhe  Royal A i r  Force The
tight tank M3A3  'Stuart Mk  v
played an  important part tn the
early stages o i  WWI I  and  is
drawn in  usual lugh-class 5-
views.

An The German half track LoichlcrJU Zugkraftwagen 3T-SD KFZ  I I/ 0 with its attendant 7 5cm Panzer-
jaegerkanon 40  (L /46 )  fill a
long-awaited demand for fine de
tad on this important vehicle
and mobile weapon Accompany-
ing it is the US  Army Combat
Car T .7 ,  another subject which
wargamers ana  modellers wdl
apprcciata.
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- -  z Kpfw IV  D - 1939/40 (GE) :1 Medium tank T6  - 1941 (US) .| I Light tank M22  - 1943 (US) ,
Armoured Command Vehicle
;LP .  and L .P .  (ALC)  - 1944/45

14, 3AJ General Stuart* H I  and IV
- 1942 (US)  Australian Cruiser
Mk  l Sentmef  — 1942 (A ) .  Opel
3-ton Trucks 1937/49 (GE) .

4 A Pz Kpfw  ‘T iger  I* E (Doub le1 J coverage) 1941/44 (GE) ;  MI H 4A3E2  Sherman ‘Jumbo* - 1944
’ w (US) :  17-pdr Challenger* Mk  (

- 1942 /44  (UK) .

_ Tank  Mk  IV  - 1917 /18  (UK) ;1 JI Canadian Cruiser Ram I I *  -ILL 1942/43 (CA) :  15 Cm sFH auf1 'GW I l t / IV  Hummer  - 1942/45
(GE) .  VK  3001 (P ) -  Porsche
type 100 -Leopard’ 1939 /41  (GE) .

1C M 3 ‘General  Lee Mk  I ’  - 1941 /I n 42  (US)  Armoured Car  *Daim*
lU le r  Mk  I* )941/44 (UK) :  T 82

105 min HMC - 1942/43 (US) ;
Pz Spachwg H Luebs’ Sd K fz
123 1942/43 (GE) .

>■ A Light Tank Mk  1 -1929 /30I k  (UK)  Pz Kpfw Panther G -
1 (11944 /45  (GE) :  Armoured Car

AEC Mk  I 1942/43 (UK) .
Infantry Tank Mk  I - 1935/39
(UK) .

1*7 Cruiser Mk  I and Mk  ICS  (A9 )I f  1930/39 (UK)  M 26 GeneralI f  Pershing’ - 1943/46 (US)  Light
Tank M2AI -  1938/41 (US) ;  Pz
Kpfw I I  F - ) 940 /44  (GE) .
17-pdr SPC Archer* 1943/45
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Model No 973 EATON YALE

Articulated
Tractor Shovel
• Another great action model from Dinky
• Simulated hydraulic ram action
• Articulated main body sections
• Lilting rind lowering shovel bucket„i i T lM

II

Sil/ f ■ M i  MHHHMMR
BUILD YOURSELF A

r—~Ki tL

r .— a

VOLKSWAGEN 1300 SEDAN

Model No 179 OPEL COMMODORE
• Opening doors
• Opening bonnet revealing detailed engine
• Moulded windows, interior 01 555 9

and seats • Strong die-cast meldI lor really U-K-*
tough action

• Opening doors bonne! and bool
• Moulded interior and lippint)

seat backs / 15
• Jewelled headhghis
Model  No  1003

the tough
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